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Preface
In this ever-changing world, the concept of livelihood is altering every moment. The advancement 
of technology, in accordance with knowledge and skill, has accelerated the pace of change. There is 
no alternative to adapting to this fast changing world. The reason is, the development of technology 
is at its zenith compared to any time in the human history. In the fourth industrial revolution era, the 
advancement of artificial intelligence has brought a drastic change in our employment and lifestyles 
and this will make the relationship among people more and more intimate. Varied employment 
opportunities will be created in near future which we cannot even predict at this moment. We need to 
take preparation right now so that we can adapt ourselves to that upcoming future.
Although a huge economic development has taken place throughout the world, the problems of 
climate change, air pollution, migrations and ethnic violence have become much more intense than 
before. The epidemics like COVID 19 has appeared and obstructed the normal lifestyle and economic 
growth of the world. Different challenges and opportunities have been added to our daily life.
Standing on the verge of these challenges and possibilities, implementation of sustainable and 
effective solutions is required for the transformation of our large population into a resource. It entails 
global citizens with knowledge, skill, values, vision, positive attitude, sensitivity, capability to adapt, 
humanity and patriotism. Amidst all these, Bangladesh has graduated into a developing nation from 
the underdeveloped periphery and is continuously trying to achieve the desired goals in order to 
become a developed country by 2041. Education is one of the pivotal instruments to attain the goals 
and there is no alternative to the modernization of our education system. Developing an effective and 
updated curriculum has become crucial for this modernization.
Developing and revising the curriculum is a regular and vital activity of National Curriculum and 
Textbook Board. The last revision of the curriculum was done in 2012. Since then, a lot of time has 
passed. The necessity of curriculum revision and development has emerged. For this purpose, various 
research and technical exercises were conducted under the supervision of NCTB during the year 
2017 to 2019 to analyze the prevalent situation of education and assess the learning needs. Based on 
the researches and technical exercises, a competency-based incessant curriculum from K-12 has been 
developed to create a competent generation to survive in the new world situation.
In the light of the competency based curriculum, the textbooks have been prepared for all streams 
(General, Madrasah and Vocational) of learners for Class Seven. The authentic experience driven 
contents of this textbook were developed in such a way that teaching learning becomes comprehensible 
and full of merriment. This will connect textbooks with various life related phenomenon and events 
that are constantly taking place around us. This is  to be mentioned here that this textbook has already 
been refined through a logical evaluation by the writers and the subject specialists after collecting 
opinion from the teachers and students via an interim tryout. We hope that learning will be profound 
and life-long now.
Issues like gender, ethnicity, religion, caste, the disadvantaged and students with special needs have 
been taken into special consideration while developing the textbook. I would like to thank all who 
have put their best efforts in writing, editing, illustrating and publishing the textbook.
If any one finds any errors or inconsistencies in this experimental version and has any suggestions for 
improving its quality, we kindly ask them to let us know.   

Professor Md. Farhadul IslamProfessor Md. Farhadul Islam
Chairman

National Curriculum and Textbook Board, Bangladesh



Introduction to the Subject

When we express beautiful thoughts in our minds in a creative way, it becomes an art. 
Our culture is about our way of life, food, customs, rituals, and clothes. Every coun-
try and nation in the world has its own culture. Our world is so beautiful and varied 
because of the various culture. In Bangladesh, people belong to many ethnic groups 
and communities. In our country, these people of different races, ethnic groups and 
communities have their way of life and cultural traditions. This combination of various 
cultures has shaped our country with unique features.

The subject ‘Art and Culture’ will help us be respectful towards other cultures besides 
loving our own country and culture. We can also express our feelings freely through 
drawing, crafting, writing, and using voice and body language.    

The nature around us is the source of our joy and an infinite world of art creation. In 
nature, there are natural things and elements. Their sizes, colours, melodies, rhythms, 
beats, and positions move us in various ways.

Through ‘Art and Culture’, we will be able to express our creativity as we desire in the 
field in which we are most comfortable. It can be arts and crafts, music, dance, recita-
tion, acting and writing. Besides, we will learn how to enjoy art. By practicing it, as we 
can be skilled in the art, we can also reflect artistic values in our daily life. In addition, 
through this subject, we will learn and cherish the history from the great Language 
Movement to the glorified Liberation War, a history of our pride and self-sacrifice.
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সবার আমি ছাত্র
আকাশ আিায় মশক্া মিল
উিার হতে ভাই রর,
কিমী হবার িন্ত্র আমি 
বায়ূর কাতছ পাই রর।
পাহাড় মশখায় োহার সিান-
হই রেন ভাই রিৌন-িহান,
রখালা িাতের উপতিতশ-
মিল-রখালা হই োই রর।
………………
মবশ্বত�াড়া পােশালা রিার,
সবার আমি ছাত্র,
নানান ভাতব নতুন ম�মনস
মশখমছ মিবারাত্র। 
         (সংতক্মপে)
                   - সুমনি ্মল বসু- সুমনি ্মল বসু

Art and Culture
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The whole world is our school. Here, we are watching, experiencing and learning about 
countless new issues every moment! The poet, in the above poem has clarified what 
elements of nature like the sky, the wind, mountains, rivers, soil, and the ocean teach 
us. Thus, by close observation of nature, we will start our lesson on art and culture.

Let’s expand our vision and look around us. Like an artist, let’s search for topics of 
drawing in the elements and themes of nature. Among countless elements of nature, 
what we can see most are trees. How many types of trees are there in nature! How 
strange are their branches and stems! They seem to be the collection of straight, curved, 
diagonal lines! If we advance further towards the trees, we might find out a snail 
creeping slowly. Its shell is like a twisted line. Clouds in the sky and waves in a river 
also look like curvy lines. If we search in this way, we will find varieties of lines in 
nature around us.

2
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Shapes are made by enclosing lines. For example, connecting one end of a line to 
the other creates shapes. That means, shape is an aspect closed by external line or 
boundary. Generally, shapes in the pictures are drawn in length and breadth, they don’t 
have depth. Usually, shapes are of two types-natural and geometric. 

Art and Culture
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Form is three-dimensional. When we describe an object by its length, breadth and 
width/ depth that is called form. Like shapes, form are also two types- natural and 
geometric. Natural are like flowers, birds, trees, creepers. Again, geometric are like 
triangle, rectangle, circles, angles, cylinder etc.

4
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The seven colors of sunlight are continuously painting our surroundings. We can learn 
about many interesting things related to the seven colors of the sun from our ‘General 
Science’ subject. However, here we will learn about the colorful world of painting.
The most common color among the innumerable colors of nature that we can see is 
green. Grasses in meadows, leaves of trees, green fruits - altogether so many shades 
of green are there in our nature! You have heard that, the primary colors are red, blue 
and yellow. Blue and yellow together make green. Green, orange and violate are the 
secondary colors. If we observe attentively, we will see that there are diverse kinds 
of green, e.g., yellowish green, bluish green. Such diversities are found in orange and 
violet as well, e.g., yellowish orange, reddish orange and reddish violet, bluish violet.  
These are called tertiary colors. We will be able to know about these differences in 
colors in the discussion on tertiary color wheel. 

Art and Culture
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When light falls on one side of an object, it creates a shadow on the other side. For 
example, if we stand facing the sun, then the other side of our body remain in the side 
of the shadow. Thus due to light and shade, we can recognize the figure of an object. 
Again, we can understand the textures and it’s types of the elements of nature by 
observing and touching them. 
The distance between shapes drawn by lines is called its space. We could learn about 
the elements of art by observing the themes and elements of nature.
In between, you have noticed the tree swaying from one side to another in winds. And 
the colorful butterflies are flying fast around the slowly creeping snails with twisted 
shells. In the same way, when we move our limbs rhythmically to give any expression, 
that is called chalan (movement) in the language of dance. 
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If we pay attention, we will understand that the sweet tune of the bird follows a certain 
tone which is sometimes fast and sometime slow. The pace of a song is called the loy 

Now, let us listen to nature. Can you hear the friction of leaves of the tree swaying 
by the gust of wind? And the continuous sweet tweeting of a bird sitting on the tree? 
Through the sound of the wind and the bird’s sweet tune, let us enter the world of 
music. Sounds from the voice of people, animals, birds or the bangs of substances are 
called dhoni (phone) and acceptable Sweet dhoni is called the swar or swara (tone or 
note) of music. There are seven basics swars in music - sa, re, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni. More 
than one ‘swar’ together makes ‘sur’ (tune).

Likewise, when we give different expressions through movements of hands, in the field 
of dance, it is called ‘mudra’ (gesture). Meanwhile, the sunlight is slightly deemed by 
the disappearance of the sun behind the cloud and thus the nature tells her stories of 
pleasures and pains through lights and shadows. Such presentation through different 
facial expressions is known as rasa/ ros (emotion) in the world of dance.

Art and Culture
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(tempo) which is of three types - delayed loy, mid loy and fast loy. In music, loy is 
measured by matra (beat). The combination of rhythmic matras is called tala (taal), 
for example, Kaharba, Dadra etc. All the elements of music together create rhythm. 
Songs, music and dance together are called sangeet.

Natural colour wheel

Through focused observation of different elements and subjects of nature, we could 
learn so much about the basics of drawing, construction, dance and music! Now we 
will use our learning to create art as we wish.
At first, let us create a natural color-wheel by collecting different elements of nature 
like flowers, leaves etc. of vivid colors. 

8
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What we will do-

□ We will look for different colorful leaves matching with the color-wheel.

□ We have to search for different colorful flowers matching with the color-wheel.

□ We will also try to make colors collecting natural elements like soil, ashes etc.  

 according to the song.

□ We can observe how it works if we mix other colors like blue, yellow, red etc.  

 along with deep or light green while painting the leaves drawn in the exercise  

 book.

□ We will practice the song of colors well. 

□ We all will try to sing the song with the gesture of merriment.

We need an exercise book to do all these. Let us make an exercise book with different 
color papers. The cover of the exercise book should have our own hand-drawn design. 
We will paste whatever we would like to collect, for example, leaves, flowers, paper 
cuttings etc. in this book. It will also include our drawings and writings. We will write 
about work and practice of dance, music, recitation and acting in this exercise book. 
This book will be our constant companion. It will be our Bondhukhata (learners’ diary).

রস এক ি�ার রখলা

রতের সাতে সাতে রং মিমলতয় চলতছ রতের রিলা

রস এক ি�ার রখলা

নীল হলুতি সবু� হতব কাতলা লাতল খতয়রী

সািা কাতলা ছাইতয়র িতো রংটি হতব তেমর

র�ালামপ চাও, লাতল সািা রিশাও োয় রবলা।

কিলা হতব লাল হলুতি,

রবগুমন লাল নীতল।

মিতক হতব সব �াঢ় রং

একটু সািা মিতল

এিমন কতর চলতছ িধুর রং বানাতনার রখলা।

Art and Culture
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We will write about what we did in this chapter and describe our feelings. 
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বহুমিন পতর িতন পতড় আম� পল্ী িাতয়র রকাল,

ঝাউশাতখ রেো বনলো বাঁমি হরতে রখতয়মছ রিাল

কুতলর কাটার আঘাে লইয়া কাঁচা পাকা কুল রখতয়,

অমৃতের স্াি রেন লমভয়াতছ �াঁতয়র দুলামল রিতয়

রপৌে পাব ্মতে মপো রখতে বতস খুশীতে মবেি রখতয়,

আতরা উল্াস বামড়য়াতছ িতন িাতয়র বকুমন রখতয়। 

                                        সুমিয়া কািাল।
Bangladesh, our country, is the land of festivals. We say, we have 13 festivals in 12 
months. These festivals are the roots of our heritage and culture. Like other countries,  
art has occupied a distinct position in our everyday life. How vivid are the designs on 
pata-puta (planks and pestles)  to kantha (quilts)! Often, such things escape our notice. 
Even then, some designs are so eye-catching that you cannot overlook them. 
Designed pitha is that type of beautiful art. Since decades, pithas have been the most 
attractive things in festivals. However, it would be amazing if someone forgets to devour 
pithas for a moment at the sight of them! It is the tale of designed pithas. Some usual 
stuffs from home like hair pin, date-thorn, needles, sticks, forks, brand-new combs are 
used for designing the pithas. In short, everything that helps to design are used. As if, 
all known flowers, fruits, fishes, trees, creepers from our familiar environment take the 
aspects of fairy tale and place themselves in designed pithas. These create curiosities in 
mind from the very childhood. The first lesson of appreciating beauty and practicing it 
starts along with our simple pitha-festivals. 

Let us look for Let us look for 
and and 

understand Designsunderstand Designs

Art and Culture
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Enough have been told about pitha. Let us now talk about rickshaw. This is like a world 
of colorful designs. In our country, there are paintings on the body of rickshaw, designs 
in its hood – as if, altogether it is a moving art. Now the rickshaw art of Bangladesh is 
being adored even outside the country as a popular art genre through the long practice 
of the rickshaw artists. 

We can see designs everywhere - from dresses, bed-covers, furniture, tea cups, plates, 
window grills, floors, make ups packets, watches to mobile phones.

12
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If we notice the pictures in the previous page, we will see that designs have been created 
adding different types of lines. Varieties of designs can be created setting different lines 
side by side and using different natural and geometric shapes. In class six, we learnt 
about the elements like lines, shapes and structures of drawing pictures. Excellent 
artworks can be created by different types of lines like straight, curved, thick, thin, 
vertical, horizontal, diagonal lines. In this experience, we will find out designs made by 
different types of lines, write/ draw them in our Bondhukhata and use these to create 
designs. We will learn more about creating designs and artefacts using natural and 
geometric shapes and figures later. 

In this lesson, we will learn how to create designs easily.In this lesson, we will learn how to create designs easily.
Designs:Designs: We can create designs easily by organizing lines, figures or shapes 
repetitively according to a plan. There are some more rules for creating designs which 
we will learn later. 
Now we will make designs with different types of lines. In this case, we can take the 
help of our collected samples of designs. 

□ At first, we will draw a rectangle at least of six inches in length and four            

 inches in width.

□ We have to make boxes of 1” by 1” so that we get 6 boxes towards the length  

 and four boxes towards the width. In order to remember, we can number the  

 rows like 1, 2, 3,…

□ We will draw two straight lines side by side in the first box of the first row.

□ We will draw two straight lines vertically in the first box of the second row.

□ Thus we can make an easy design pattern by filling 24 boxes upto sixth row.

Art and Culture
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In the same way, we can make design pattern by organizing straight lines diagonally 
and increasing or decreasing number of rows.

We can also make design patterns by drawing curved lines side by side instead of 
straight lines. Besides, we can draw different designs by using different patters together.

11 22 33 44 55 66 11 22 33 44 55 66
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Now we will know about a renowned artist who has created timeless art pieces. He 
worked drawing lines with ink. However, he used some other mediums of paintings 
also – water color, oil paint etc. He is none other than our Shilpacharya Zainul Abedin. 
Let us know why he is called Shilpacharya. 

Zainul Abedin played a pioneering role in the Modern Art Revolution which started in 
the year 1948 by establishing Government Institute of Art and Crafts (presently known 
as Faculty of Fine Arts, University of Dhaka).  In this journey, he was accompanied 
by Anwarul Huq, Safiuddin Ahmed, Shafikul Amin, Quamrul Hasan and some others 
eminent artists. Shilpacharya Zainul Abedin was the founding principal of this institute. 
The art education received institutional status by his foresightedness and leadership. 
This is why, he was awarded the title ‘Shilpacharya’.

Zainul Abedin

Art and Culture
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Some sketches of Zainul Abedin

মবতরোহী, 1951

দুমভ ্মক্, 1943, কামল  ও তুমল দুমভ ্মক্, 1943, কামল  ও তুমল
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What we will do-What we will do-
  

□ We can write the list of the seen/ known folk arts around us in Bondhukhata.

□ We can draw the drafts/ layouts of the designs existing repetitively in   

 Bondhukhata.

□ We can separate line-based and shape-based designs that we may find out.

□ We can create repetitive patterns from papers/ mud.

□ We can make fringe (jhalor) by cutting papers. 

□ We will try to know more about the works of Shilpacharya Zainul Abedin

Shilpacharya Zainul Abedin had infinite love for our folk art. He took some revolutionary 
steps to popularize the genres of folk arts among all. The Sonargaon Folk Arts and 
Crafts Museum was established by his efforts

The Sonargaon Folk Arts and Crafts Museum

Art and Culture
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We will draw designs--

18
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The Sweet The Sweet 
Mother TongueMother Tongue

আপমন রকিন আতছন?
ঢাকা – আপতন মকমুন আতচন?
চট্টগ্াি -অতন ক্যান আছন?  
খুলনা- আপমন মকরাি আতছন?
রা�শাহী- রকিন আতছন র�া? 

বমরশাল – এই তুমি আতছা রকিন?
মসতলট – আিতন মকলা আছইন?
রংপুর- রোিরা রকিন আতছন বাতহ?
িয়িনমসংহ- আিতন মকরুি আছুইন?
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Usually, we live with our parents. Often our parents live with us in a town or district 
other than their own village or district because of their workstation. Then we live in a 
different place. We visit our grandparents’ homes or some other areas during different 
vacations or occasions. Our relatives, neighbors and local people in those areas speak 
Bangla but, the type of the words and the speaking styles of those languages are 
somewhat different.
Again, in our class there are many students. There, different students from different 
districts or area attend the same class. In this same class, many of us use a little bit of 
our own language in addition to the language of textbooks. This area specific language 
is called local language. It is also called dialect. We know that in our country there are 
some ethnic groups in addition to the Bangalees. These ethnic groups have their own 
languages, for example, Chakma language, Marma language, Garo language, 
Mru language etc. Some of these dialects have their own alphabets. Language is 
one of the parts of culture.
Most of us speak our dialect at first. The reason is, we first listen to our mothers speaking 
those words. We first communicate our feelings in this dialect. This is why, we call this 
language our mother tongue. Most probably that is the reason why our dialects are so 
sweet to us. Though we speak in standard Bangla outside our home, we talk to our 
own relatives using our dialects. Since we grow up in local environment, we feel more 
comfortable in using our dialects.
Let us now listen and find out who has come from which district and how the languages 
of these different areas are. If we do not know our local languages, we will take the help 
of our parents or grandparents. We should not   forget to write down the names of all the 
languages we have come to know in our Bondhukhata.
Do we know, there are different kinds of fonts with different names in order to write 
our Bangla alphabet? Bangla fonts have got a rich heritage starting from the era of 
hand writing to this era of computer. This heritage also has a vast history. It cannot 
be expressed in one word how many types of Bangla fonts in writing posters and wall 
magazines for different programs have been created starting from our great Language 
Movement to all movements including our fight for liberation, As if, it were a different 
empire. We will learn about Bangla font variance later in detail.
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Let us now pratice how to write Bangla alphabets easily. Let us find out and write the 
alphabets if we have them in our mother tongues. 
After learning to write according to pictures, we will prepare posters with the sentence 
‘The Sweet Mother Tongue’ using Bangla or our own mother tongues. We will display 
these posters on the 21st of February.
 

Language is mainly used orally and later on adopts its written form. A language is 
created depending on the natural or geographic position of a place. This is why, there 
are variances in the dialects of different areas. 
Folk music, folklore, folk drama, folktales, ballads, rhymes, proverbs, idiomatic 
expressions etc. have been created depending on the local dialect. Kobigan or poetic 
face-off is a popular genre of folk music. 
The professional bards who write for poetic contests are poets and singers together`. 
They have to compose music instantly and sing to response to the opponent.  Ramesh 
Shill was a legend in the world of poetic contests. Now we will know about him. 

‘The Sweet Mother Tongue’

22
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Ramesh Shill was born in 1877 in the village named Gomadandi in Chottogram district. 
He was the best bard in the undivided Bengal. He has initiated a new era for this art. 
The last half of nineteenth century and the first half of twentieth century are considered 
as the golden age of poetic contests. Poetic contests are traditionally mythological. 
They use folktales as the sources for their themes. Some common themes were Ram-
Ravan, Radha-Krishna, and Hanifa-Sona Banu etc. What differentiates Ramesh Shill 
from others is that he came out of this tradition and selected his own themes. He 
chose truth-lie, saint-householder, teacher-disciple, male-female, gold-iron, rich-poor, 
wealth-knowledge etc. as his themes.

Ramesh Shill

Art and Culture
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In course of time, his music grew up as more socially aware songs. He used to address 
more complicated ideas: property-science, war-peace, farmers-laborers, farmer-
landlord, autocracy-democracy, capitalism-socialism. The changes he brought in poetic 
contests were no less than revolutions. He made it more relevant to the society than 
before. It was a prime transformation in the 200 years history of poetic-contests.
The bard could create his masterpieces like the epic poem ‘Jatiyo Andolan’ (National 
Revolution) without any training or education. He composed music on different 
movements including the Language Movement. As a result of this, he was imprisoned. 
He considered poetic-contests as the medium of social awareness.
Another contribution of Ramesh Shill was composing Maizbhandari songs. The 
Maizbhandari song composed by him are one of the relics of our national culture. 
The total number of his Maizbhandari songs is around three hundred and fifty. These 
were published in nine books named Ashekemala, Shantibhandar, Muktir Darbar, Nure 
Duniya, Jibansathi, Satyadarpan, Bhandare Maula, Manab Bandhu and Eshke Sirajia. 
His creation-

           ‘ইসকুল খুইলাতস রর িওলা, ইস্কুল খুইলাতস’
 
is a famous song closely related to Maizbhandari spiritual viewpoint. The songs 
composed by him in Chottogram’s local language are unique resources of our folk 
music. 

What we will do-

□ We will write the Bangla fonts according to the rules in our Bondhukhata.
□ We will make a poster written ‘The Sweet Mother Tongue’ in our own   
      language using a font we wish. We will display this poster on the 21st of       
 February – the International Mother Language Day.
□ Now we will select a local age-suitable and easy-to-sing song from our area  
 (locality).
□ In one group, we will try to sing that song in chorus. 
□ In another group, we will express it through body language. In this case,   
 we will check if there is any specific folk dance in our area. If yes, we will  
 practice poses of that type of dance along with the song following proper   
 beats.
□ If we want, we can also arrange a short drama or skit according to the theme.
□ We will try to know more about the works of Ramesh Shill .
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We will write about what we understand by The Sweet Mother Tongue

Art and Culture
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We all know the meaning of the word ‘Independence’. Even if we do not have a 
clear idea, somehow, we understand. It is very essential and a desired condition for 
a country and its people. None but we own the country. We are the citizens of our 
country. However, it was not like that always. We had to fight for independence for 
nine months at a stretch.
As a result of the speech that Bangabandhu delivered on 7 March, 1972, the people of 
Bengal started to dream a single dream. Those dreams are called ‘Independence’ and 
‘Freedom’.
All dreams with their eyes closed. But the dream, which is dreamt with eyes open, 
is enrooted in mind. A man does everything to make it happen. There were many 
teenagers among the people who dreamt of independence, fought for it and got 
martyred. We will be able to know about the freedom fithers from our Bangla book. 
Let us do the work in order to show our respect for all freedom fighters. Let us name 
this work ‘Let us be Design’

My IndependenceMy Independence

My Independence

26



Let us be designs—

□ Let us form some groups for making designs with our bodies.

□ We will see different designs and each group will select one design e.g.,   

 triangle, circle, wave, shapla, mausoleum etc. 

We learnt about how to draw designs on papers with pens. Now we will try to use our 
own body to create different designs.  In different programs including national days, 
we can see display shows presenting designs by using human bodies. 
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□ We will draw the design in bigger size on the each with chalk, stick, pieces            

of brick or the broken part of a clay pot. 

□ Now we will stand according to that design, we will practice for making   

 designs with our bodies thus. We can do that by standing on the design, or   

 sitting or lying on it. 

□ Finally we will make it by using our body only, without drawing. 

□ During the final display, each group will become a design on the selected   

 place, will there for a while, and then come out. Our groups will follow the  

 same procedure. Thus each group wil display their design.  

□ While displaying designs, we can count 1, 2, 3, and clap to create taal and   

 sign the following swars repetitively.  

সা রর �া,  রর �া িা,  �া িা পা

িা পা িা,  পা িা মন,  িা মন স ্মা

স ্মা মন িা,  মন িা পা,  িা পা িা

পা িা �া,  িা �া রর,  �া রর সা

Besides, we can express our thoughts about independence though painting and 
creative writing. We will demonstrate our paintings on the day of ‘Let us be designs’ 
demonstrations program.  

Sacrificing their own life out of their love for the country, our freedom fighters gifted 
us our favorite independence. We must work for our country for materializing their 
dreams into reality. 
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were not away from it. Their easel and brush were their armors. Their responsibility 
was then to create enthusiasm and stimulation among freedom fighters to fight for the 
motherland. 
Creating public opinion inside and outside the country through monogram, poster, 
cartoon, leaflet, banner, designs etc. became the prime tasks of the artists. 

Let us figure out independence through a song. the lyricial and composen of this song 
is respected Khan Ataur Rahman

হায় রর আিার িনিাোতনা রিশ

হায় রর আিার রসানা িলা িাটি

রূপ রিতখ রোর রকন আিার পরান ভতর না।

রোতর এে ভালবামস েবু পরান ভতরনা

েখন রোর ওই �াঁতয়র িাতর

ঘুঘু ডাকা মনঝুি রকাতনা দুপুতর

হংসমিথুন রভতস রবড়ায়

শাপলা রিাটা টলটতল রকান পুকুতর

নয়ন পামখ মিশা হারায়

প্র�াপমের পাখায় পাখায়

অবাক রচাতখর পলক পতড়না।

েখন রোর ওই আকাশ নীতল

পাল তুতল োয় সাে সা�তরর পশরা

নিীর বুতক হােছানী রিয়

লক্ রঢউতয়র িামনক জ্বলা ইশারা

হায়তর আিার বুতকর িাতঝ

হা�ার োতরর বীো বাত�

কাত�র কো িতন িতরনা।

Art and Culture
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Artists like Nitun Kundu, Debdas Chakraborty, Nasir Biswas, Pranesh Mandal, and 
Biren Some, started to work under the leadership of artist Quamrul Hasan.
Artist Quamrul Hasan mainly made two posters. One was a bloodsucker’s face; red 
blood is dripping from two monstrous teeth on two sides of its open mouth. Two large 
eyes and huge upright ears are giving the appearance of a monster. 
In the other poster, there was a face with large red eyes looking at the front with upright 
ears like those of an elephant. The mouth is a bit closed. The two corners of the lips 
are open. Four teeth from two sides of the mouth are exposed. It seems to be the face 
of the monstrous Yahya Khan. The poster showed the depth of the artist’s imagination 
and expert strokes of pens and brushes. The deadliest expression demonstrated in it was 
the deep hatred towards the enemy. This very hatred then was transmitted to each and 
every freedom fighter. 
One of these two posters was two-color and the other was one-color. The two posters 
were printed and circulated openly. These two posters, on the one hand, expressed 
tremendous disgrace and protest against Pakistani genocide; on the other hand, it 
incorporated enthusiasm and stimulation in the freedom fighters for the country.

Quamrul Hasan
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The poster was sent to many countries of the world from Mujibnagar Government though 
diplomatic bags. These two posters stirred people at home and abroad. It is needless to 
restate how sharply it attacked the enemy during our Liberation War. This kind of war poster 
Transmitting hatred and raising anger was not seen before. 

Some other posters were made during the Liberation War. Those are: ‘বাংলার মহন্দু, বাংলার মরিস্ান’, 

বাংলার রবৌদ্ধ, বাংলার মুসলিান, আিরা সবাই বাোমল’ (The Hindus, the Christians, the Muslims, we all are 
Bangalees), ‘সিা �াগ্ে বাংলার মুমতিবামহনী’ (‘The Mukti Bahini of Bangla is ever awake’) , ‘বাংলার 

িাতয়রা, বাংলার রিতয়রা সকতলই মুমতিতোদ্ধা (‘All the mothers and sisters of Bangla are freedom fighters’,), 
‘এতককটি বাংলা অক্র অ, আ, ক, খ এতককটি বাোলীর �ীবন’ (Each Bangla letter অ, আ, ক, খ is the life of 
Bangalees), ‘এবাতরর সংগ্াি মুমতির সংগ্াি’ (The struggle this time is for freedom), ‘রতি েখন মিতয়মছ, রতি 

আরও রিব’ (‘When we have suffered bloodshed, we are prepared to do it again) --  innumerable 
posters and leaflets like these were published from the Ministry of Information of the expatriate 
government. The spectators and freedom fighters became emotional at the sight of the posters 
drawn by the artists.
The designer of our flag was artist Quamrul Hasan. There is a red circle inside a green rectangle. 
Green is the symbol of youth and green nature of Bangladesh, and the red circle signifies the 
rising sun. The red also signifies the blood of the liberation war martyrs. This aspect of the 
national flag of Bangladesh was created by artist Quamrul Hasan. It was accepted officially on  

17 January, 1972.

However, the first flag with the map engraved inside was designed by Shib Narayan Das. 
In the month of June, 1970, the then student leaders of Sergeant Zahurul Haq Hall of Dhaka 
University had long discussions. Then the design and measurement of the flag was finalized. 

Our flag inspires us to fight for the country and to love the country.  

Art and Culture
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Under the leadership of Potua Quamrul Hasan, the national symbol of the sovereign 
country was designed. The floating water lily by Mohammed Idris and the jute leaves 
with the rice stalks on both sides along with four stars drawn by Shamsul Alam were 
combinedly given the final look. 
At the center of the national symbol of Bangladesh is the floating water lily which is 
our national flower. There are two rice stalks surrounding the water lily. On top, there 
are three connected jute leaves and there are four stars, two on each side of the jute 
leaves. The symbols of water, rice and jute characterize the nature and the economy 
of Bangladesh. The bloomed water lily on these symbols symbolizes promise, beauty 
and good taste. The stars state the vision and ambitions of the nation. 

Artist Quamrul Hasan is also called Potua (canvas painter) Quamrul Hasan. Do 
we know why he is called so? Patachitra is a famous branch of our folk art. Artist 
Quamrul Hasan became influenced by this and drew many a patachitras. That is why 
he is called Potua.

Works of the artist Quamrul Hasan

বাংলাতিশ সরকাতরর ডাক মবভা� কািরুল হাসাতনর ‘নাইওর’ নাতির এই মশল্পকি ্ম মিতয় ১৯৮৬ সাতল স্ারক 
ডাকটিমকট প্রকাশ কতর।
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What we will do-What we will do-

□ We will create designs using our own bodies.

□ We will practice swars using claps. 

□ We will discuss our feelings about the posters of Independence. 

□ We will write our own opinions/ feelings about Independence. 

□ We will form an idea about creative writing from teacher’s direction and write  

 a story/ poem/ essay.

□ We will express our own independent opinion through painting.

□ We will try to know more about the artist Quamrul Hasan. 

মেন কন্া, রেলরং, ১৯৮৩বক, ১৯৭৪

Art and Culture
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What I mean by Independence-- 
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Baishakh Baishakh 
Full of DiversityFull of Diversity

Art and Culture
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Every year Bangla new year comes in the cycle of months. So many arrangements 
are made regarding the new year! All in villages and cities becomes engaged in the 
celebration of welcoming the new year. Boishakhi Mela (Boishakhi fair) is organized 
both in villages and cities. Local and folk music ashore (gathering), jatrapala (tradtional 
theatrical performance), putul nach (puppet show) etc. are seen around in the fair. 
Vividly colorful and different designed things and toys are available here. One most 
attractive thing in the fair is nagordola (merry go-round). Varieties of tasty foods are 
sold here. These are – muri (puffed rice), murki (sweetened parsed rice), khaja-goja 
(local sweetened bars) and sugar-made sweets of different shapes, like elephants, 
horses, fishes, birds. The places of celebrating Baishakhi are decorated with different 
colorful things like – dala-kula (flat basket), mask, paper-made flowers, different types 
of designs and alpona (motifs or designs drawn on floor, pots etc. during rituals). 
Cultural programs including songs, dances and recitations are presented. 
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Bishwa kobi Rabindranath Tagore wrote an excellent song welcoming the new year. 
It tells us to welcome the new leaving old griefs and despairs. It invites us to advance 
further with new enthusiasm.

এতসা রহ তবশাখ এতসা এতসা, 

োপসমনশ্বাসবাতয় মুমূে ্মতর িাও উড়াতয়, 

বৎসতরর আব�্মনা দূর হতয় োক োক োক এতসা এতসা।

োক পুরােন স্মৃমে, োক ভুতল-োওয়া �ীমে,

অশ্রূভাষ্প সুদূতর মিলাক।।

মুতছ োক গ্ামন, ঘুতচ োক �রা,

অমনিস্াতন শুমচ রহাক িরা।

রতসর আতবশরামশ শুষ্ক কমর িাও আমস,

আতনা আতনা আতনা েব প্রলতয়র শাঁখ। 

িায়ার কুজ্ঝটি�াল োক দূতর োক োক োক।। 
    
The ethnic people of our country celebrate new-year and year-ending through programs 
like Boishabi, Biju, Boishu Sangrain, Chakran Poi.
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Alpona has got a huge appreciation throughout the whole Bangalee culture. We have a 
long tradition of drawing alpona mixing water with rice powder on different ceremonies. 
Besides, there is a tradition of drawing simple and easy alponas on different rural things 
like favorite cooking pots, earthen toys by the folk artists. The subjects of these alponas 
are flowers, creepers, leaves, fishes, birds etc. In addition to that, the use of different 
types of lines and dots are also seen in these alponas. The traditional folk-art system has 
gradually become the essential part of our national culture. Wide uses of alponas are 
found in celebrations starting from International Mother language Day to year-ending 
and new year.

In the previous lesson, we learnt about creating designs from different lines. Now, 
we will learn about how to draw alponas from different natural shapes like – flowers, 
creepers, leaves, fishes, birds and different geometric shapes like – triangles, rectangles, 
circles.

Let us compare the alponas and designs found in new-year celebration with those found 
in the previous lesson. We can complete the task in groups/ pairs. We will draw the 
drafts of the alponas we have seen and record all necessary information about them in 
Bondhukhata. Now we will use the drafts to draw our own alpona. We will prioritize the 
materials available around us. Moreover, we can also make designs in jhalor (fringes) 
by cutting different colored papers.
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Along with creating alponas and designs, we will now learn about another heritage 
of folk arts known as putul nach (puppet show). Putul nach is a kind of presentation 
before spectators by preparing different types of hand-made puppets and making them 
dance with different gestures. Puppets are made with varieties of materials like metals, 
fabrics, grasses, cork, papers, stones, soil, wood etc. In some puppet shows, human 
beings take the aspect of puppets and then dance. Hand-made puppets are prepared 
colorfully according to the characters and are made to dance. The puppet-artists then 
produce different types of voices to make the puppet-characters lively. In some puppet 
shows, people themselves become puppets and dance like them.

Since we are talking about voice, let us sing a song and try to learn the tunes of song. 
Let us also make gestures of puppet-show as we wish to express the theme of the song. 

Art and Culture
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How we will  sing the song-

Have you noticed that there are the designs in the songs also- designs of tune!

1 ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ ৮ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

সা া রর �া সা া রর �া সা া রর �া িা া া া

সা ৹ রে ৹ সাঁ ো র কা টি ৹ রিা রা সু ৹ রর ৹

রর া �া িা রর া �া িা রর া �া িা পা া া া

রর ৹ রে ৹ রর খা রট রন ো ই ব হু দু ৹ রর ৹

�া া িা পা �া া িা পা �া া িা পা িা া া া

�া ৹ রে ৹ �া ন ক মর এ রসা � লা খু ৹ রল ৹

িা া পা িা িা া পা িা িা া পা িা মন া া া

িা ৹ রে ৹ িা ৹ ন্ ক মর ৹ গু রু � ৹ রন ৹

পা া িা মন পা া িা মন পা া িা মন সা³ া া া

পা ৹ রে ৹ পা ে শা লা ো ই খু মশ ি ৹ রন ৹

িা া পা িা িা া পা িা িা া পা িা �া া া া

িা ৹ রে ৹ তি র ে ি মর ৹ মব ৹ প ৹ রি ৹

মন া িা পা মন া িা পা িা া �া রর সা া া া

মন ৹ রে ৹ নৃ ৹ ে্য মশ মখ ৹ পা মর ে ৹ ে ৹

Let us sing a song together-

সা রে সাঁোর কাটি রিারা সুতর

রর রে ররখা রটতন োই বহুদুতর

�া রে �ান কমর এস �লা খুতল

িা রে িান্ কমর গুরু�তন

পা রে পােশালা োই খুমশ িতন

িা রে তিে ্ম িমর মবপতি

মন রে নৃে্য মশমখ পামর েে ।
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RabindranathTagore established ‘Bichitra Studio’ in 1915 after he had received Nobel 
Prize in 1913 for ‘Geetanjali’, the collection of poetry. The main aims of Bichitra 
Studio were stopping copying from foreign paintings and creating opportunities for 
young artists for practicing their own original painting. But this studio could not exist 
long. Being upset by the incident, Tagore told his own daughter Mira Devi, “I expected 
that a wave of fine arts, originating from Bichitra, will enlighten the mind of all in the 
country. However, nobody could devote themselves truly. I tried my best, but nobody 

 RabindranathRabindranath
TagoreTagore
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Picture drawn by RabindranathTagore 

was inspired. Art education is not my cup of tea. Otherwise, I would show what I 
could do’.In order to make his dream come true, the poet established Kalabhaban (Arts 
Building) at Shanti Niketan on 3 July, 1919. Kalabhaban was established combining 
different streams of art including painting, craft, dance, music etc.
Tagore’s collection of paintings is another significant creation among innumerable 
creations of his life including songs, poems, drama, novels etc. The world of Tagore’s 
thoughts and emotions was his songs, poems, dramas and novels whereas his world 
of beauty was his paintings. The rough sketches made by artist Tagore while writing 
were his immortal arts. His paintings were displayed in the exhibitions in 12 cities in 
America and Europe. Artist Tagore won the world through his paintings.
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Tagore fulfilled every moment of his life with his creations. There is no sector of art 
which did not have the touch of Tagore’s creativity. So far, we knew about Tagore’s 
songs, poetry, drama and novels. Now, we could learn about world winning artist 
Tagore.
This time we will celebrate new year with our own alpona and designs. 
 
What we will do to celebrate new year--What we will do to celebrate new year--

□ A draft plan should be prepared to celebrate Boishakhi.

□ We will make fringes by cutting papers.

□ We will practice different presentations (music, dance, drama, recitation) of  

 national cultures/ celebrations of new year. 

□ We will draw alpona and designs to decorate stage and place.

□ We will organize or take part in fairs/ celebrations in     

 classroom or school. 

□ We will try to know more about the works of Tagore. 
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Let us write about what we learnt ifrom this lesson. 
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There are people from different classes and professions around us. Almost all of us use 
different commodities and furniture, made of bamboo and cane at our home. Earthen 
home decorations and utensils are available more or less in almost all of our houses. Let 
us learn about some arts like these-

PotteryPottery
The oldest art of our country is pottery. The art made of soil is called pottery. asthe main 
element of this art is soil. However, all types of soils are not used for this purpose. It 
needs clean clay soil. Those who make commodities using clay are called kumbhakar 
or, in colloquial language kumar (potter). Potters make earthen pitchers, flower tubs, 
lid, decorative pots, banks, different toys for children and different utensils. Different 
earthen furniture, chair, table etc. are of great demand these days. Additionally, earthen 
jewelries for women are found in the fairs and shops of the country. Pottery is one of 
the heritages of Bangladesh. 

Let us look for Art in WorkLet us look for Art in Work

Art and Culture
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HandloomHandloom

The handloom industry and the weavers of Bangladesh are the beholders and carriers 
of our heritage. Our culture is connected with this industry. Our handloom industry, 
that passed on from the ancient time as a part of our heritage, is equally appreciated at 
home and abroad. Once hand-cut fine thread used to be made due to the production of 
phuti karpas (a kind of cotton) in this region and clothes were made in the handlooms 
in different parts of the country. The world famous maslin added to the glory of Bangla 
all over the world. Even now, the historical Jamdani from Sonargaon, Narayanganj, the 
resham or silk from Rajshahi, Khadi or Khaddar from Cumilla, lungi and gamcha from 
Sirajganj, Banarasi from Mirpur, Dhaka, Monipuri handloom from Moulovi bazar and 
the Rangamati Handloom from greater Chottogram district made by the weavers of the 
country have demands and appreciation all over the world.
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Let us now come back to our work. 

What we will do-

□ We will try to learn, whether there are any families or communities of these  
 kinds involved in such art or professions in the area or in mahalla we live in. 
□ After we make this list and the search is done, we will select some of these  
 art-based professions and think a little deeper about them. The main aim of  
 this thought is to feel that art can be a means of livelihood and also this is an  
 honorable profession.
□ The task that we have to at first, is we have to know about the full process of  
 that specific profession and write in the Bondhukhata.
□ Get into groups and visit some art-based professionals or invite them to your  
 school to know more about them and to learn their tasks.

Bamboo and Cane IndustryBamboo and Cane Industry
Bamboo and cane are among the natural elements of Bangladesh which are ingrained in 
the folk life of Bangladesh. There are very few areas of folk life of Bangladesh where 
products of bamboo or canes are not used. Kula (winnower), Chalun (sieve), cage, 
mancha (platform), Moi (ladder), chatai (mat), dhaner gola (granary), jhuri (basket), 
mora (cane chair), chai (fishing device) for catching fish, mathal (a sort of wicker 
hat), sofa set and different furniture are used in our daily life. Besides, rack, bamboo 
hut, bera (fence), jhap (hanging door or lid), dorma (screen) etc. are the symbols of 
the original art and culture of Bangladesh. The household pots made of bamboo are 
very attractive. Different kinds of designs are made in these pots and baskets through 
weaving. Flute, specially decorated one, is one of the main elements of folk musical 
instruments. These days, furniture, ash tray, flower vase, cosmetic boxes, photo frames, 
mirror frames, pen made of bamboo are also found in cities.

Art and Culture
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For example, we can try to make something with clay like the potters.
We can make refillable design with clay plate to decorate home.
Sticky soil is especially suitable for making design plates. 

Things that we need to make design plateThings that we need to make design plate
□ Sticky soil or clay
□ A knife or a bamboo stick with a sharp end
□ A large ball point pen without ink
□ A scale
□ A water pot
□ A piece of cloth to wash hand

How to do-How to do-

□ We need to weed out unnecessary materials (gravel, weed, grass etc.) from the    
 clay as much as we can. 
□ It is important to make a draft design before creating any piece of art. We will    
 make a draft design in the Bondhukhata. It is better to mention the actual   
 measurement in the design. Try to do everything according to that design.
□ At first, we have to take a lump of clay. Then we have to knead that with   
 accurate amount of water. We have to be careful about the accurate amount  
 of water. The task will be difficult if the dough becomes too soft. After enough  
 kneading, we have to check if the clay sticks to palm or not. If not, then we  
 have to understand that the lump is now ready for the task.
□ At first, we have to make small balls with the dough. Then we will press them  
 to flat plates or slabs with fingertip. We can flatten the upper side of the slab  
 with a scale or a small piece of wood or a bamboo stick. This slab will be   
 the base slab. We will set the design on this slab. We will make two holes on  
 the upper side of the slab so that we can hang them by treading the holes with  
 a piece of rope later.
□ The least size of the base slab will be 6  in length, 4  in breadth and 1   in   
 width.
□ We will make another slab just exactly like the base slab and name it as    
 cutting slab. Its size will be 6   in length, 4   in breadth and 1   in width. We  
 will engrave our required designs on the cutting slab.
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□ We will now draw designs like flowers, leaves, birds as we wish on papers.  
 We have to look out in taking measurements in such a way that the designs on  
 the cutting slab does not become larger than the base slab.
□ Now, we will place the design paper on the cutting slab. We will draw the   
 designs on the cutting slab by gently pressing on the designs with a ball point  
 pen without ink.
□ Next, we will cut the designs from the cutting slab with a sharp-ended knife or  
 small bamboo stick.
□ Now, it is the time to set the cut designs on the base slab according to the plan.  
 But, before that, there is a necessary task to do. With a knife or bamboo stick,  
 we have to scratch on the back side of the designs and on the parts of the base  
 slab where we are going to set the designs. Also, we have to wet those parts  
 with some mud-mixed water to ensure that the designs sit firmly on the base  
 slab and remain attached even when they are dry.
□ We will dry the plate in a place under a shade after it is made. We have to dry  
 it at least for two days.
□ When the designed plate is hard, we can color it as we wish. If we give it an  
 initial white coating, other colors will appear bright. 
□ We will again dry the plate in a place under a shade after it is colored. 
□ However, if we want, we can even present it without coloring

১১ 22 33

44 55 66
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In the journey of looking for art work, we will search for another art which is dance. 
The posture we will know about is labor posture. 

Labor posture:Labor posture: In our everyday work, we make different postures unmindfully. One 
posture is different from the other. Generally, our postures depend on what job we are 
doing. These postures are called labor postures, for example, the posture of a potter 
while making earthen things, the postures of an ironsmith softening iron blowing fire, 
the postures of digging soil, weaving, leveling roofs, extracting coals, breaking bricks, 
chopping woods etc.

77 88
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The Act of clapping in 1st matra is 
called ‘Som’,  

The act of not clapping in the 4th  matra by 
keeping the two palms away is called ‘Faank’

If we adjust the labor postures with beats, an interesting art will be created. Let us now 
learn about beats (taal). We can form an idea easily by clapping. In this lesson we will 
know about ‘Taal Dadra’.

Taal Dadra Taal Dadra is a Samapodi Taal (Symphonic rhythm) with six matras 
divided in two equal rhythms of ‘three matras each’. Now, we will see how to understand 
this taal well.
We all can count 1, 2, 3, can’t we? In this way, we can express the matra of Taal Dadra 
3 I 3 rhythm counting 1, 2, 3 I 1, 2, 3, or, 1, 2, 3 I 4, 5, 6. The Act of clapping in first 
matra is called ‘Som’, The act of not clapping in the fourth matra by keeping the two 
palms away is called ‘Faank’. Different rhythms can also be found in the movements 
of different animals and birds, for example, three beats in elephant, four beats in horses 
etc.

The bol (verbal expression) of Dadra Taal is
   0

। িা   মি   না   ।  না   মে    না ।  িা
  ১    ২    ৩       ৪    ৫     ৬     ১ 

+

‘সংগ্াি’, ক্যানভাতস রেলরং, ১৯৭৬
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Let us now express our feelings through the following poem by clapping and matching 
postures with Taal Dadra

আ�     সৃমটি সুতখর উল্াতস–
      রিার     মুখ হাতস রিার রচাখ হাতস রিার ট�বম�তয় খুন হাতস

                আ�     সৃমটি-সুতখর উল্াতল।
    আ�তক আিার রুদ্ধ প্রাতের পল্বতল -

বান রডতক ঐ �া�ল র�ায়ার দুয়ার – ভাো কতল্াতল।
                        আসল হামস, আসল কাঁিন
                        মুমতি এতলা, আসল বাঁিন,

মুখ ফুতট আ� বুক িাতট রিার মেতি দুতখর সুখ আতস।
            ঐ         মরতি বুতকর দুখ আতস -
            আ�       সৃমটি-সুতখর উল্াতস! 
                       -------------------
                      ------------------   

              আ�     হাসল আগুন, শ্বসল িাগুন,
                        িিন িাতর খুন-িাখা তূে

                        পলাশ অতশাক মশমুল ঘাতয়ল
                        িা� লাত� ঐ মিক-বাতস
               র�া     মি� বামলকার পীেবাতস;

      আ�     রঙ্গন এতলা রতিপ্রাতের অঙ্গতন রিার চারপাতশ
                আ�     সৃমটি সুতখর উল্াতস!

---------------------------
              --------------------------- 

            আ�     �া�ল সা�র, হাসল িরু
                      কাঁপল ভূির, কানন েরু

                      মবশ্ব-ডুবান আসল তুিান, উছতল উ�ান
                      তভরবীতির �ান ভাতস,

রিার ডাইতন মশশু সত্যা�াে �রায়-িরা বািপাতশ।
িন ছুটতছ র�া আ� বল্াহারা অশ্ব রেন পা�লা রস।

                আ� সৃমটি-সুতখর উল্াতস!
                আ� সৃমটি-সুতখর উল্াতস!!

                                                                                    (সংতক্মপে) 

Our National Poet Kazi Nazrul Islam has composed the highest number of songs and 
poems about the laborers from different professions. The daily activities of the day 
laborer occupy a large part of his poems. 

Let Us Look for Art in Work
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Kazi Nazrul Islam was one of the best personalities in the field of literature, society 
and culture of the undivided Bengal. Nazrul was born in the village Churulia in 
Bardhhaman district on 11 Jaistha, 1306 Bengali year (24 may, 1899 A.D.). ‘Dukhu 
Mia’ was Nazrul’s nick name. Actually, he struggled all his life to make the countrymen 
free from dogmatism, conservatism, superstition and absolute ritualism. 

He did not limit swadeshi (patriotic) songs to independence and patriotism, but, 
transformed them into inspirational songs for the proletariats. In Hugli jail, he 
composed two songs, ‘এই মশকল-পরা ছল রিাতির এ মশকল-পরা ছল’, and in Bohrampur jail he 
wrote ‘�াতের নাতি বজ্ামে সব �াে-�ামলইয়াৎ রখলতছ জুয়া’. 

Kazi Nazrul IslamKazi Nazrul Islam
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Nazrul nurtured both Hindu-Muslim mixed traditions. He is the creator of Bangla 
gazals and added different flavour to Shyama Sangeet. Most of the lyrics of his gazals 
are excellent poems and their tunes are classical based. They are songs with beats and 
without beats like Urdu gazals according to styles. After working on recording, radio 
and stage, Nazrul became involved with films in 1934. The first movie he worked 
for was ‘Bhakta Dhrubo’(1934) written by Girishchandra Gosh. Nazrul himself was 
the director, lyricist, music composer, music director, actor for the role of Narad and 
playback singer of four songs of Narad.
Let us celebrate the International Labor Day for all the professionals of the world by 
organizing a program in the school premises to honor the creative professionals we 
found out.
What we will doWhat we will do--

□ We will try to practice Dadra taal
□ We will try to practice different labor postures 
□ We will try to practice reciting the poem with taal
□ we will try to know more about the creative works of Kazi Nazrul Islam, the  
 rebel poet. 
□ We will write about the art that we like after finishing this lesson. 

Let Us Look for Art in Work
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Let us write about what we learnt ifrom this lesson. 
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রামি স্কুল রেতক মিরতছ। পতে কাে মবড়ামল, পামখ, নিীর সাতে রিখা
  
রামি :রামি : কােমবড়ামল, ও কােমবড়ামল মক হতয়তছ োও না বমল। 
কােমবড়ামল :কােমবড়ামল : মক হতব আর কো শুতন বড্ড কটি রপলাি িতন। বন বািাড় সব উ�াড় কতর োকার �ায়�া 
মনতয়তছা রকতড়। 
রামি : রামি : ও পামখরা রকাোয় োও সবাই িতল িতল রকতনাই বা োত্ছা চতল? 

পামখঃপামখঃ রকাোয় োতবা ো �ামন না েতব োম্ছ চতল এটাই �ানা। 

রামি :রামি : এখাতন োকতে মকতসর িানা? 

পামখঃপামখঃ �াছ রকতটতছা, আবাস রভতেতছা মক আর হতব রেতক োই চতলমছ ঝাঁতক ঝাঁতক 

নিী :নিী : আিায় রিতরতছা, িখল কতরতছা দুমেে কতরতছা, প্রাে রকতড়ছ, িালান কতরতছা বাঁতক বাঁতক। োই 
চতলমছ অ�ানার মিতক। 

রামি :রামি : না, চতল রেও না, কো রশাতনা একখানা, 

প্র�াপমে :প্র�াপমে : মিতর োও রখাকা মপছু রডতকা না। আিরা চতলমছ অ�ানা পতে মবিায় মনলাি এখান হতে। 

রামি :রামি : েতব মক আর রখলতে পাব না রোিাতির সাতে? 

Life and NatureLife and Nature
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পামখ : আতর রবাকা িানুে �াছ না োকতল অমসিত�ন পাতব মক কতর?

কােমবড়ামল :  মবোতি হতয় আসতব চারপাশ মনশ্বাস মনতে করতব হাস পাশ।

প্র�াপমে : মেতল মেতল িরতব সতব মনত�র ধ্ংস মন� হাতে, রক এিন রিতখতছ কতব? 

নিী : মবরানভূমি হতব রিশ মন� হাতে ধ্ংস করছ স্তিশ। 

রামি :না না, এিন কতর বতলা না এিন পৃমেবী আিরা চাই না। 

পামখ : না চাইতল োও রলত� পতড়া কাত� প্রকৃমেতক সা�াও সবুত� সবুত�। 

নিী : সুন্দর কতর রোতলা পৃমেবী �াছ, পামখ, নিী বাঁচাও সমব। 

প্র�াপমে : �াছ�াছামলতে সব িাও ভতর আিরাও মিরব আপন ঘতর। 

সবাই : হামসখুমশতে উেব রিতে আনতন্দতে বাঁচব একসাতে। োও, রিমর রকাতরা না সবাই রক হতব 
রবাঝাতে....

we can save nature if we want. How? Let’s find the answer through an  
interesting task.         
                                                                                                                                                                                    

Let us name this work ‘The Green calls me.’
We get whatever we need for our sustenance from trees. Even the papers we write on 
are also produced from trees. Getting inspired by the play, instead of destroying the 
used paper, we can recycle them and thus play a role in saving our environment

The necessary things required for doing this job are as follows:

    i. Old newspaper/magazines/ old used papers
    ii. Water
    iii.  A big bowl/ bucket 
    iv. Sieve/ net/ light cotton clothes
    v.  Little seeds of flowers and vegetables. 

Art and Culture
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The way we will do the work

□ Initially the old torn papers are to be taken in a large bowl. Then we need to add 
water in right proportion. If we keep them in this state, after a while we will find 
them to be transformed into scum. If the pulp becomes thick, we need to add 
more water. If needed, we can mix natural paste with the scum. 

□ Afterwards this pulp is to be filtered by dropping it on a sieve/ net/or thin cotton 
clothes. We need to be aware so that it spreads around in right proportion. And 
then we have to wait till all water is dropped down. 

58
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□ We need to spread two to four seeds upon the pulp as long as it is wet. Afterward, 
the shed of the pulp needs to be carefully removed so that it does not get torn. 

□ Again, it needs to be dried up. Whenever it is dried up, it becomes a piece of 
paper.

The paper we have created from the old ones now will be used to produce some greeting 
cards. We can send these self-made cards to our teachers, friends, and relatives. While 
sending the card we need to find out the portion where the seeds are. Tearing the part 
that contains the seeds, we need to bury it in the ground and a sapling grows out of it. 
Thus, we can make our garden at school or at home. 

Now we will see some pictures drawn by S M Sultan and know about him. 

Art and Culture
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S M Sultan was born on 10 August, 1923 in the village of Machimodia, Narail.  His 
full name is Sheikh Muhammad Sultan. Since childhood, he loved to draw pictures.  
The land of Bengal and its mass people are main themes of his pictures. He fostered an 
infinite love for nature and the people. With a view to building a thoughtful generation, 
he established an organization named Shishuswargo, (the Child Heaven).  He made 
a large boat there so that the young children can gather the experience of drawing 
pictures in a cheerful mood by riding on it. 

S M Sultan
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Some pictures of S M Sultan

‘�মি কে ্মতে োত্রা-2’,  রেলরং 1989

‘রিরা’ রেলরং  1990
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He had a belief that farmers are the vital forces of this country. Hence, we find the 
farmers occupying a key position in Sultan’s pictures. The indomitable heroism of the 
farmers, their life force, and unending devotion to land are portrayed in his pictures. 
Farmers are the real heroes of our country.  Can heroes be weak? So, they have to be 
strongly muscled. To grow crops they have to plow rough land manually.  If they were 
not here, our existence would be at stake.  They are the heroic offsprings of our nation. 
Although their physical state does not appear so strong in reality, Sultan imagined them 
symbolically powerful. He expected a prosperous life for them.  Sultan tried to portray 
their heroic stories through his pictures. 

We also need to express love for nature like S M Sultan. We need to keep it in mind that 
keeping the green alive and spreading it is very necessary. 

What we will do –What we will do –

□ By recycling the old paper, we will produce new paper.

□ We will add seeds to this new sheet of paper.

□ We will make cards with the newly made paper according to our own design.

□ We will gift the cards to our friends.

□ We will bury the card in the ground that contains seeds received from our friends.

□ We will observe the process of growing saplings from seeds. If we want, we can 
write or draw this story of growing trees in our bondhukhata. 

□ We need to be careful in our daily activities so that the environment doesn’t get 
contaminated by us.

□ To prevent wastage and save environment we need to take self-initiative to 
prepare a list of things that we can recycle and use in our own family.

□ We will try to know about the world of arts by S M Sultan from different sources. 
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Let us write about the environment of our locality. 
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Different characteristics are found in different regions because of the variations in 
natural environment and geographical location. Every area has its own characteristics 
with regards to uniqueness in language, food habits, and rites and rituals. Culture 
comprises the sum of all characteristics carrying local identities.  Thus, it can be said 
that local culture is area-based culture or lifestyle. 
 In this country of six seasons, we observe different celebrations or festivals in different 
seasons. And in these festivals or celebrations, different musical performances, dramas 
and food feasts are arranged. This time we will attempt to learn about such local songs 
that are sung about the rivers and rains. We might have known the names of Bhatiyali 
and Sari songs. Let us know or hear about them from our family or other sources. 
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Bhatiyali GaanBhatiyali Gaan
One of the famous trends in Bangla folk songs is Bhatiyali Gaan (boatmen’s song) of the 
downstream lands.  The way to which the wave of a river goes is called downstream. This song 
of souls of the people of riverine Bengal is related to boats, boatmen, and tow of boats. 

One of the key features of Bhatiyali Gaan is it is not rhythm oriented. The words and lyrics of 
nostalgia are clearly found in these songs.  The boatmen have to sail across the river to reach 
far land. In an urge to have the near and ones close, songs of nostalgia come to the minds of the 
boatmen. A large extension of tune is found in the middle of songs. These songs are sung with 
an extended tune and express all the earnings of the boatmen.

Boats reach downstream easily.  Then it requires less labor to drive boats.  And with the speed 
and rhythm of going at ease boatmen sing with affection. These songs that are sung by the 
simple-minded people of Bengal embrace our culture.  It is our duty to practice these songs and 
keep the tunes of soul

Sari Gaan Sari Gaan 
The word ‘sari’ comes from the word ‘queue’. The key feature of Sari Gaan is these songs are 
sung in chorus. There is a lead vocal or Boyati and others follow him. These members of the 
chorus are called Dohar or accompanists.
Sari Gaan is practiced in different places in Bangladesh. They are sung in Kishoreganj, 
Mymensingh, Sunamganj, the Cholonbill of Rajshahi, Pabna, Barishal, Jashore, and Rajbari.   
Generally, Sari Gaan is sung in the areas comprising marshy lands, Haor, and rivers. It becomes 
a festival of Sari Gaan during the rain.  The reference to Sari Gaan is found in the poetry of the 
middle age.  Later, with the boat race, the introduction of singing Sari Gaan began. 

Sari Gaan is called songs of work for they are basically related to different professions.  At one 
stage, singing of this song was common during harvesting of paddy, garnering paddy, beating 
roofs, etc.  Based on the nature of work different names are given to Sari Gaan, for instance, 
song of the boat race, song of roof beating, song of the harvest, etc. 
To make teamwork prompt and bring rhythm to it, Sari Gaan is sung. Sari Gaan is sung to make 
a synchronization between the rhythm and beat of the song and the collective rowing of the 
boat, beating of the roof, and moving something heavy.   
Generally, Sari Gaan is sung in a quick beat and rhythm.  As we have talked of rhythm let us 
know about another rhythm or taal to some extent. Now we will know about Kaharba 
Kaharba taalKaharba taal
Kaharba is a taal of 8 degrees (somopodi). They are divided into two, having 4 matras each. 
We can count 1, 2, 3, 4 ।। 1, 2, 3, 4 or 1, 2, 3, 4 ।। 5, 6, 7, 8 and thus express 4 ।। 4 matra of 
Kaharba taal. In the first matra we will count 1, 2, 3, 4 by clapping and raising hands and in 
the fifth matra we will count 5, 6, 7, 8 without clapping and raising hands.  ‘Som’ will be in 
the first clapping or matra, and ‘khali’ (Faank) in the fifth degree.    The way we assemble legs 
‘right left right left right left right left, right left’ in our physical exercise session at school is 
also done in four matras.  
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Bol (verbal expression) of Kaharba taal
+                               ০                              +

িা    র�     রে     রট   ।     না     র�      মি     না ।    িা
 ১    ২      ৩      ৪    ।     ৫       ৬      ৭      ৮ ।     ১

Sari Gaan is not only a collection of ‘labor- song’ but also a source of recreation.  They 
are appraised as the songs of competition too.  Now, we will learn the gestures of Sari 
Gaan to reflect body movement in conjugation with the taal of songs. 

Saribhongi or the Gesture of Sari Gaan Saribhongi or the Gesture of Sari Gaan 

The gesture of Sari Gaan refers to the same gesture done by all together.  Generally, 
when we perform a job together, the body movements we see are called Saribhongi. It is 
related to labor. In a word, the synchronous body movement by all is called Saribhongi. 
For instance, rowing boats together, beating roofs, and lifting something heavy up, etc. 
together. 

We can practice the following song with Kaharba taal and sing together.  If anyone 
wants from the team wants to express the theme of the songs independently through 
body movements, he/she canA
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নাও ছামড়য়া রি, পাল উড়াইয়া রি 

ছল ছলাইয়া চলুক রর নাও িাঝ িইরা মিয়া চলুক িাঝ িইরা মিয়া।। রহা 

উড়ামল মবড়ামল বাওতয় নাওতয়র বািাি নতড় (আতর)।

আোমল পাোমল পামন ছলাৎ ছলাৎ কতর রর।

আতর খল খলাইয়া হাইসা উতে

তবোর হােল চাইয়া হাতস, তবোর হােল চাইয়া (হাতে)।।

রঢউতয়র োতল পাওতয়র িাতল নাওতয়র �লই কাঁতপ

মচর মচরাইয়া নাওতয়র তছয়ায় ররাইি তুিান িাতপ,

িাতপ ররাইি তুিান িাতপ

(আতর) মচরমল মপরমল ফুতল ভ্রির-ভ্রিরী রখতল রর।

বািল উিামল �াতয় পামনতে �মিতে রহতল রর

আতর তুর তুরাইয়া আইতলা রিওয়া ম�লকী হাতে লইয়া

আইতলা ম�লকী হাতে লইয়া।

শামল িাতনর শ্ািলা বতন হইলিা পমখি ডাতক

মচকমিকাইয়া হাতস রর চান সইশা রখতের িাঁতক

িাঁতক সইশা রখতের িাঁতক

রসানামল রূপামল রতে রাো হইল (আতর)।

মিোলী পাোইোি মুই িতনর মিো পাইোি েমি রর

আতর মঝলমিলাইয়া খালর পামন নাতচ তেইয়া তেইয়া

পামন নাতচ তেইয়া তেইয়া।।

Do we know about our famous folk singer Abbasuddin Ahmed.  Now let us know about him.
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Abbasuddin Ahmed, who is credited to make Bhawaiya song popular, was born in Cooch Bihar 
in 1901 in British India.  There are fewer rivers in the northern part of Bangladesh. Once, 
bullock carts were in use in this area.  While driving, the carriage men used to sing with 
emotions. Due to the unevenness of roads, it used to create a pause in tongues. This style of 
singing with elongation is called Bhawaiya.
Abbasuddin Ahmed became interested in music by attending different cultural programs in 
schools and colleges. Along with different kinds of songs, for instance, Bhawaiya, Jari, Sari, 
Bhatiyali, Murshidi, Bicchedi, Dehtottwa, palagaan, folk songs, modern songs, and patriotic 
songs he sang the Islamic songs written by Kazi Nazrul Islam, Jasimuddin and Golam Mostafa. 
But he became popular as a singer of folk songs. By signing in different programs in towns and 
villages and recording his songs, he made songs acceptable and popular to the conservative 
Bengali Muslims.
 Abbasuddin was the first person to sing “O mon Romjanero Rojar Sheshe” by Kazi Nazrul 
Islam which has become an integral part of the Eid Celebration. 
For his contributions to music, he won Pride of Performance Award, the Shilpakola Academy 
prize, and the highly respectable Independence Award.

Abbasuddin Ahmed
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What we will do -- What we will do -- 

□ We will read the words in the two songs above. We will listen to these two songs 
from any source.  Afterward by knowing the features of Sari Gaan and Bhatiyali, 
we will identify the features of these two songs from the above tables and mark 
them separately on the book. 

□ We will know if there is any local song in our area and write it in Bondhukhata 
certainly. 

□ We can sing the local songs of our region before everyone in the class. 
□ If we want, we can dance with local songs by practicing different mudras and 

movements in the class. 
□ We will try to learn more about the artist Abbasuddin Ahmed. 

আর কেকাল ভাসব আমি
দুঃতখর সামর �াইয়া
�নি র�ল ঘাতট ঘাতট আিার
�নি র�ল ঘাতট ঘাতট
ভাঙ্গা েরী বাইয়া রর আিার
ভাঙ্গা েরী বাইয়া।।

পতরর রবাঝা বইয়া বইয়া
রনৌকার �লুই র�তছ খইয়াতর।
আিার মনত�র রবাঝা রক বমহতব রর
আিার মনত�র রবাঝা রক বমহতব।
রাখব রকাোয় োইয়াতর আমি
রাখব রকাোয় োইয়া।।

এই �ীবতন রিখলাি নিীর 
কেই ভাঙ্গা �ড়া
আিার রিহেরী ভােল শুধু
না ো মিল র�াড়া।।

আিার ভতব রকউ মক আতছ
দুঃখ কতবা কাহার কাতছ রর
আমি রইলাি শুধু িয়াল আল্াহ রর
আমি রইলাি শুধু িয়াল আল্াহ
রোিার পাতন চাইয়া রর
আমি রোিার পাতন চাইয়া।।

রনাঙ্গর ছামড়য়া নাতয়র রিতর রি িামঝ ভাই,
বািাি উড়াইয়া নাতয়র রিতর রি িামঝ ভাই।
�াতঙ্গ ডাইকাতছ রিখ বান,
ওতর �াতঙ্গ ডাইকাতছ রিখ বান।।

হাল িমরয়া বইতসা িামঝ তবো রনব হাতে
রিারা তবো রনব হাতে।
সা�র িইরা পামড় রিব,
ভয় মক আতছ োতে রর িামঝ ভাই।।

উোল পাোল �াংত�র পামন, আিরা না োই ডমর
হায় রর আিরা না োই ডমর।
 সা�র পাতর িামঝ রিারা.
সঙ্গী তুিান ঝমড় রর িামঝ ভাই।।

রহইয় রহা রহইয়া রহা রহইয় রহা রহইয়া রহা 
রহাক না আকাশ রিতঘ কালা
মকনার বহু দূর হায়তর মকনার বহু দূর
তবোর ঘাতয় রিতঘর পাহাড়
কইরা রিব দূর রর িামঝ ভাই
আল্াহ নাতির েরী আিরা রসূল নাতির রঘাড়া,
হায়তর রসূল নাতির রঘাড়া।
িা িাতেিা নাতির বািাি
িাস্তুতলতে উড়া রর িামঝ ভাই।।
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We will write about what we learnt in this lesson. 
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From the previous lessons, we have learned about designs and practiced them to 
some extent as well. In this lesson, keeping the theme of stories in mind, we will 
draw pictures. This lesson is named Pictograph probably because we will express 
our feelings independently by drawing pictures. The story that we are going to read 
in this lesson is named “Ami (I)”, and it is written by Leela Majumder.  You have to 
read the story very carefully.  Based on your reading of the story, you have to do some 
exercises which are noted at the end. 
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লীলা িজুিিার

এই রেটাতক আমি কাঁতি কতর মনতয় োম্ছ, রসটাতক মক লাঠি রভতবছ? রিাতটই না। ওটা হতলা ম�তয় আিাতির 
চাকর �গুর ছাোর বাঁট। �গু ওটাতক হাঁটুর িাঁতক গুুঁত� ট্াতি রচতপ বা�াতর োম্ছল, এিন সিয় একটা দুটিটু 
রলাক ওর িতযে একটা আিতপাড়া মবমড় রিতল মিতয়মছল। োই ছাোর কাপড়তচাপড় পুতড় একাকার। �গুর রা� 
রিতখ রক। বামড় এতস ছুুঁতড় ওটাতক মিঁমড়র নীতচ রিতল মিতয়মছল। আমি রলাহার রখাঁচাগুতলা ছামড়তয় ওটাতক 
মনতয়মছ।    

লাঠির আ�ায় পু ুঁটমল বাঁিা রিতখছ? ওতে আিার টিমিন আতছ। মপমসিার ডুমল রেতক রবর কতর মনতয়মছ। ওরা 
আিাতক রকউ মকছু রিয় না, োই মনত�ই মনতে হয়।

আিার সতঙ্গ সতঙ্গ কাতলািেন একটা কী োত্ছ রিতখছ? ওটা রছাটুকার কুকুর, পুমক। রকাতনা মকছু আিার নয়। 
খামল প্ান্টটা আর শাট ্মটা। জুতোটাও �ন্টুর। ওতক না বতল মনতয়মছ। 

রকাোয় োম্ছ �াতনা? রািিনুর রখাঁত�। রকন �াতনা? রািিনুর র�াড়ার খু ুঁটিতে এক ঘড়া রসানা রপাঁো োতক 
নামক, োই। রসানা মিতয় কী করব �াতনা? এক-মশংওয়ালা একটা রঘাড়া মকনব। রকন মকনব বলব? ওতে রচতপ 
মিমিিার কাতছ মিতর োব বতল। 

মিমিিার কাতছ রকন োব �ানতে চাও? মিমিিা আিাতক িারুে ভাতলাবাতস, োই। আিার �তন্ নারতকল-নাড়ু 
বানায়, ঘুমড় রকতন, আতপল রকতন, রাে �া�তে রিয়, পড়তে বতল না, রকউ বকতল রা� কতর, রকউ নামলশ 
করতল বুতক রটতন রনয়, রঢাল মপটিতয় ঘুি ভাোতল হাতস, পতড় ম�তয় সারা �াতয় কািা লা�তল রকাতল রনয়।   

আমি খুব খারাপ রছতল, ো �াতনা? িা বাবা রছাটকা, মপমসিা, বড়মি, রি�মি, সব্াই বতলতছ, আিার িতো 
খারাপ রছতল ওরা রকাোও রিতখমন। আমি ঘুি রেতক উেতে চাই না, িাঁে িাম� না, পড়তে চাই না, খাো 
রপমসিল খু ুঁত� পাই না, বই মছমড়, স্ান করতে রিমর কমর, মুতখামুমখ উত্তর মিই, বতড়াতির কোর অবাযে হই। 
আিার িতো দুটিটু রছতল হয় না। �াতনা, আমি না বতল রছাড়মির লত�ঞ্জুে সব রখতয় রিতলমছলাি, একটাও 
রামখমন!    

�াতনা, আমি ভাতলা কতর ভাে খাইনা, রিমল, ছড়াই, রা�িা� কমর, খামলখামল কাঁচা আি রখতে চাই, বাোসা 
রখতে চাই। আমি মিমিিার কাতছ চতল োম্ছ। মিমিিা আিাতক ঝকঝতক িা�া কাসার র�লাতস কতর �ল রখতে 
রিয় আর হাতে একটা লালতচ বাোসা রিয়। আমি �তলর িতযে, বাোসাটাতক রেই রিমল, বাোসাটাও অিমন 
�ল-টুস-টুস হতয় ডুতব োয়। েক্ষুমে রচা রচা কতর �লটা রখতেে রিলতে হেে। নইতল গুুঁতড়া হতয় োয়। 
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আিার মিমিিা দুপুরতবলায় রকটিচূড়া �াতছর নীতচ িাদুর রপতে, বামলশ মনতয় আিার পাতশ শুতয়, আিাতক �ল্প 
বতল। সব সমে্য �ল্প। মিমিিার বাবা-কাকারা রকিন র�ারাই নিীতে কুমির রিতখমছল, োতির বুমড় র�ঠিিাতক 
ভামসতয় ভামসতয় মনতয় োম্ছল। আর রেই-না িামঝরা রনৌতকা কতর ম�তয় কুমিতরর িাোয় িাঁতড়র বামড় রিতরতছ, 
অিমন বুমড়তক রছতড় মিতয়তছ। আর ওরাও রনৌতকাতে তুতল মনতয়তছ। আর বুমড় রেঁতি রেঁতি বলতছ, বাঁচামল বাপ, 
রেঁতচ োক বাপ আিার আিসত্ত্ব শুতকায়মন আর আিাতক মকনা কুমিতর মনতল! 

আিার মিমিিা দুপুরতবলায় রকটিচূড়া �াতছর নীতচ িাদুর রপতে, বামলশ মনতয় আিার পাতশ শুতয়, আিাতক �ল্প 
বতল। সব সমে্য �ল্প। মিমিিার বাবা-কাকারা রকিন র�ারাই নিীতে কুমির রিতখমছল, োতির বুমড় র�ঠিিাতক 
ভামসতয় ভামসতয় মনতয় োম্ছল। আর রেই-না িামঝরা রনৌতকা কতর ম�তয় কুমিতরর িাোয় িাঁতড়র বামড় রিতরতছ, 
অিমন বুমড়তক রছতড় মিতয়তছ। আর ওরাও রনৌতকাতে তুতল মনতয়তছ। আর বুমড় রেঁতি রেঁতি বলতছ, বাঁচামল বাপ, 
রেঁতচ োক বাপ আিার আিসত্ত্ব শুতকায়মন আর আিাতক মকনা কুমিতর মনতল!

আিার মিমিিা এই সব �ল্প বতল আর রছাট্ট কা�ত�র রোো রেতক আিার �তন্ আিসত্ত্ব রবর কতর রিয়। আমি 
রচতট রচতট খাই আর মিমিিা আঁচল মিতয় আিার মুখ মুমছতয় রিয়।

ওরা বতল, বাবা-কাকারা েখন কাতটায়া র�মছল আর আমি মিমিিার কাতছ দু-িাস মছলুি, মিমিিা েখন আিার 
িাোটি মচমবতয় রখতয়তছ। আিার বাবা িা এইরকি বতল। 

একমিন মকন্তু সমে্য সমে্য মিমিিা আর আমি িট্ কা মচমবতয় রখতয়মছলুি। আিরা বাঁতির িাতর র�ছলুি রিরবার 
সিয় আর হাঁটতে পামর না। রশেটা একটা আতলা ওপর বসলুি দু-�নায়। মিমিিা আিার পাতয়র গুমল িতর 
রনতড় মিল, অিমন আিার সব জ্বালা েন্ত্রো জুমড়তয় র�ল। োরপর রসখান মিতয় িটকাওয়ালা োম্ছল, মিমিিা 
িট্ কা মকতন বলল কাল বামড় রেতক পয়সা মনতয় ো। িাওয়ালাতক রচতন আিার মিমিিা। োরপর আিরা িটকা 
মচতবাতে মচতবাতে বামড় চতল এলুি। এতস লুমচ রখলুি। মিমিিা আিার �তন্ ররা� রাতত্র লুমচ কতর মিে। বলে, 
িাতক রেন আবার বমলসতন, রস হয়তো ররা� লুমচ রখতল রা� করতব। িাতক আমি মকছু বমলমন।     

মিমিিা আিাতক রবড়াল রকাতল মনতয় শুতে মিে। পুমে আিার বামলতশ িাো ররতখ আিার পাতশ ররা� ঘুতিাে। 
আর আ� রিতখানা পুমেতক আিার োলার রকানায় একটু রখতে মিতয়মছলুি বতল রস কী বকাবমক! োই আমি 
আর এখাতন োকবনা। রািিনু খু ুঁত� োর খু ুঁটির র�াড়া রেতক রসানার ঘড়া রবর কতর োই মিতয় এক-মশংওয়ালা 
রঘাড়া মকতন, োতে রচতপ মিমিিার কাতছ ম�তয় হাম�র হতবা। ভীেে আশ্চে ্ম হতেে োতব না মিমিিা? আমি 
�ামন, ওসব ঘড়া-টড়ার �ল্প, এক-মশংওেোলা রঘাড়ার �ল্প মিমিিা সব বামনতয় বতল। োই সমে্য কতর েখন 
এক-মশংওয়ালা রঘাড়া রচতপ হাম�র হব, রকিন চিতক োতব না মিমিিা?

 How did you like the story?  Do you have any questions after reading it?
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What we will do --- What we will do --- 

□ We will write our feelings in Bondhukhata. We need to discuss these with our 
mates in the class.

□ We have to draw pictures of the characters on our own. We will fix it among our 
friends who will draw which one. Through drawing pictures, we will compose 
a scene of the story. It needs to be kept in mind that we have to write the whole 
story through pictures.

□ We will exhibit the pictures sequentially from the beginning to the end in our 
classroom.  We will write through images. 

□ Like the artists we will express our thoughts and feelings to the spectators present 
in the class. 

By drawing pictures with a story, we have tried to know about the world of painters. 
Now, we will know about a personality who wrote all timeless plays. Those who act in 
plays or cinemas are called actors and a person who writes plays is called a playwright
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 Munier Chowdhury

In this lesson, we will know about a person who is at the same time a teacher, playwright, 
eloquent speaker, pioneer of the Bangla keyboard, an activist of the Language 
Movement, and above all he is one of the martyred intellectuals. Munier Chowdhury 
was a sincere devotee to the Bangla language and culture. He was imprisoned for 
joining the Language Movement in 1952 when he had the accompaniment of other 
prisoners including Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. During his imprisonment, 
he studied Bangla language and literature with diligence and appeared in the M.A. 
examination and attained first class first. He got another Master’s degree in Linguistics 
from Harvard University. 

He composed his famous symbolic play Kobor (The Grave) during his imprisonment. 
He protested against every kind of cultural restraint and oppression by the then-
Pakistani ruler. His remarkable plays include: Roktakto Prantor, Cithi, Dondokaronyo, 
Manush, Noshto Chele, Rajar Jonmodin, Polashi Barrack, and others. He was awarded 
the Bangla academy prize. Apart from plays, he translated short stories, essays and 
foreign plays.

At the beginning of 1971, he participated in the non-cooperative movement actively 
and rejected the prize ‘Sitara-e-Imtiaz’ by Pakistan Government.

He was captured by the Pakistani Army from his home and was inhumanly tortured and 
killed by their collaborators Al- Badr and Al-Shams.
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Let us write about pictograph--
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মশউমল েলায় রভারতবলায়                                      

কুসুি কুড়ায় পমল্বালা

                                          কা�ী ন�রুল ইসলাি

 Have we ever woken at dawn and noticed the grasses in our yard and drops of water 
on their tips?  It seems it’s drizzled just a few moments ago.  In fact, they are dews, not 
drops of rain.  It means the rainy season s ended and the autumn has just started. On a 
moderate sun-light, the drops of water look like pearls as if the beads of pearls were just 
torn and were spread everywhere in the yard.
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Those who have Sheuli trees (Nyctanthes arbor-tristis or the Night-flowering jasmine) 
around their houses, localities or schools know that in this season Sheuli flowers bloom.  
The white-orange-colored flowers that fall at the bottom of the trees, create different 
patterns that look similar to alpana.  The sweet scent of these flowers spread around the 
yard. Gathering these flowers, many of us make beads and different ornaments, wear 
them and them as gifts to others.  Have we noticed another fact in our way of life? We 
are walking in the shiny sun but all of a sudden, a piece of cloud appears and it rains 
around. Sudden appearance of sunshine and rain is the feature of autumn.  We see it 
happening in autumn. 

এতসতছ শরৎ মহতির পরশ রলত�তছ হাওয়ার পতর

সকাল রবলায় ঘাতসর আ�ায়, মশমশতরর ররখা িতর। 

                                                                   রবীন্দ্রনাে োকুর  

The tenderness and softness of autumn is vividly portrayed in the writings of our poets 
and writers through stories, novels, songs, plays, poetry and rhymes.  With the passage 
of time autumn has become an occasion of special arrangement for us. We celebrate 
autumn as a token of our love for nature.
 The first autumn celebration was arranged in a park named Boldha Garden situated in 
Wari, the older part of Dhaka. Presently it is regularly observed in the Bakultola yard 
of the Institute of Fine Arts, University of Dhaka, and different other places.
 

 শারতিাৎসব
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  আ�     িাতনর রক্তে ররৌরেছায়ায়
 লুতকাচুমর রখলা।

 নীল আকাতশ রক ভাসাতল।
  সািা রিতঘর রভলা!

এক�ন বালক-োকুি ্মা, তুমি আিাতির িতল ।
মবিেীয় বালক- না োকুি ্মা রস হতব না, তুমি আিাতির িতল।
োকুরিািা- না ভাই, আমি ভা�াভাম�র রখলায় রনই; রস-সব হতয়-বতয় র�তছ।
আমি সকল িতলর িাঝখাতন োকব, কাউতক বাি মিতে পারব না। এবার �ানটা ির্।-

                                     আ�    ভ্রির রভাতল িধু রখতে 

                                                  উতড় রবড়ায় আতলায় রিতে,
                                     আ�    মকতসর েতর নিীর চতর   
                                                  চখাচখীর রিলা!

অন্ িল আমসয়া। োকুি ্মা, এই বুমঝ! আিাতির তুমি রডতক আনতল না রকন? রোিার সতঙ্গ আমড়! �তমের 
িতো আমড়!
োকুরিািা। এেবড় িণ্ড! মনত�রা রিাে কতর আিাতক শামতি! আমি রোতির রডতক রবর করব, না রোরা 
আিাতক রডতক বাইতর রটতন আনমব! না ভাই, আ� ঝ�ড়া না, �ান ির্ ।- 

                                   ওতর      োব না আ� ঘতর রর ভাই,
                                                োব না আ� ঘতর।
                                 ওতর      আকাশ রভতঙ্গ বামহরতক আ�
                                             রনব রর লুে কতর।
                                রেন        র�ায়ার-�তল রিনার রামশ
                                              বাোতস আ� ছুটতছ হামস,
                                আ�      মবনা কাত� বাম�তয় বাঁমশ 
                                                  কাটতব সকল রবলা।

For the arrangement of the autumn celebration, Kabiguru Rabindranath Tagore For the arrangement of the autumn celebration, Kabiguru Rabindranath Tagore 
wrote an excellent play suitable for the youth.wrote an excellent play suitable for the youth.

We can choose a part of this play in this year’s autumn festival of our school. We can choose a part of this play in this year’s autumn festival of our school. 

মবিেীয় দৃশ্ মবিেীয় দৃশ্ 
 রবেমসনীর েীর। বন

োকুরিািা ও বালক�ে

�ান
বাউতলর সুর
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প্রেি বালক। োকুি ্মা, ঐ রিতখা, ঐ রিতখা, সন্্যাসী আসতছ।
মবিেীয় বালক। রবশ হতয়তছ, রবশ হতয়তছ, আিরা সন্্যাসীতক মনতয় রখলব। আিরা সব রচলা সা�ব।
তৃেীয় বালক। আিরা ওঁর সতঙ্গ রবমরতয় োব, রকান্ রিতশ চতল োব রকউ খু ুঁত�ও পাতব না।  (সংতক্মপে)

What we will do --- What we will do --- 

□ In the beginning, we will be divided into some groups.
□ One group will be the characters of the play, some will be in the boys’ group, and 

one will be Thakurda and we will present the drama through dialogues. 
□ We will choose a place for our stage. One group will draw pictures and decorate 

the stage. With the help of the natural things available in autumn, we will create 
an autumnal environment. 

□ Some of us from a group can take the role of paddy field, some others will play 
the role of floating cloud, some can fly away like birds, and someone acts like 
plying a boat.

□ One group can sing the song of the play. 
□ Understanding the message of the song another group will present the song 

through body language and thus we will have the opportunity to enjoy a creative 
dance performance. 

In the lesson titled ‘Let Us Look for Art in Work’, we learned about the Dadra In the lesson titled ‘Let Us Look for Art in Work’, we learned about the Dadra 
Taal and, in this lesson, along with it, we will practice the following Sargam with Taal and, in this lesson, along with it, we will practice the following Sargam with 
matra.matra.
       +   0       +   0

 ১    ২   ৩     ৪     ৫    ৬ ১    ২   ৩     ৪     ৫    ৬
 সা  রর  �া  ।  রর    �া   িা   সা  রর  �া  ।  রর    �া   িা  
 �া  িা  পা  ।  িা   পা    িা  �া  িা  পা  ।  িা   পা    িা 
 পা  িা  মন  ।  িা   মন    সা   পা  িা  মন  ।  িা   মন    সা  
 সা  মন  িা  ।  মন   িা    পা  সা  মন  িা  ।  মন   িা    পা 
 িা  পা  িা  ।  পা  িা    �া  িা  পা  িা  ।  পা  িা    �া 
 িা  �া  রর  ।  �া  রর    সা  িা  �া  রর  ।  �া  রর    সা 

Creative Gesture
Naturally, we see and learn gestures from nature and from the various elements in it. 
For example, We have seen and learned the gesture of waves from rivers.  Some of 
us makes this gesture of the wave with our hands; someone, by our legs; someone, by 
our waist; or someone, by our shoulders. That we are making the wave in different 
ways is our creativity. For this, we call these gestures creative.
Do we know the person who introduced us to this creative gesture to understand the 
meaning of the words in a song? He is the talented dance director and dance artiste of 
Bangladesh Bulbul Chowdhury.
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Bulbul Chowdhury is a pioneer in modern dance.  His contributions to dance in 
Bangladesh cannot be forgotten.  Through his dance, he inspired most of dance artistes.  
Unfortunately, he lived a very short life of thirty-five years only.  Not only a dance 
artiste, but Bulbul Chowdhury was also, a dramatist, actor, lyricist, and poet too. He 
was a self-educated artiste. 
Bulbul Chowdhury wanted to make dance the companion of joy and sorrow of mass 
people, and an accompanying art form to assist them in their different socio-political 
struggles. He came to realize that one needs to take its subject matter from the life of 
the masses if one wants to make dance universally acceptable. Acting or expression 
needs to be added to dance as well so that it can be easily understood by the people 
belonging any language and culture 
He initiated directing dances based on simple stories in several subjects; i.e., Ajanta 
Jagaran, Milan O Mathur, Tin Bhoboghure, Hafizer Swapno, Sohrab Rostam etc. 
Rashid Ahmed Chowdhury, who is familiar to us as Bulbul Chowdhury was born in 
1919 in Satkania upazilla, Chattogram.  In his career of more than two decades, he 
composed more than 70 scripts for dance and choreography. 
After the partition of India, he settled in Dhaka and had been acclaimed as the 
national dance artiste of the then Pakistan. He was awarded with the Independence  
Award of Bangladesh.
What we will do --- What we will do --- 

□ Now, we will try to know more about the works of Bulbul Chowdhury.

Bulbul ChowdhuryBulbul Chowdhury
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Let us write about what we have done in this lesson and learnt from it -         
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Bangladesh is an agrarian country.  The life of most people is still related to agriculture. 
Some cultivate their own land and others by taking leases.  They sow paddy saplings 
in the rain or the sun with utmost care. With regular care, the green paddy fields 
gradually become golden. Paddies get ripened in in the months of Karthik, and 
Agrohayon. In The golden light of the paddy field is seen spread wide across the 
horizon. It is also reflected on the glittering and smiling faces of the farmers. That’s 
why Pallikobi (the poet of the Villages) spoke the minds of the farmers 

রিার িানতক্ে, এইখাতন এতস িাঁড়াতল উচ্চ মশতর,  

িাো রেন রিার ছুুঁইবাতর পাতর সুদূর আকাশটিতর!

এইখাতন এতস বুক ফুলাইয়া র�াতর ডাক মিতে পামর,

রহো আমি কমর ো খুশী োহাই, কাতরা নামহ িার িামর।

রহোয় নামহক সিা�-শাসন, নামহ প্র�া আর সা�া,

রিার রক্ে ভমর িসতলরা নাতচ, আমি োহাতির রা�া।

                                           -�সীিউদ্ িীন 

The Smile of Golden SunThe Smile of Golden Sun

Bulbul Chowdhury
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We need to know deeply about the life of the farmers, the kings of harvest. If the 
agricultural activities are done in the localities, we can go there and meet the farmers 
to know about their life. We can learn about their stories and work. Again, we can find 
out the songs, poems, and stories written about farmers and farming. We can also learn 
about them and their work through these.  We can record our feelings about the farmers 
in writing or drawing in our Bondhukhata.  
By knowing about the farmers and farming, we will know about the harvest festival of 
the rural Bengla. This is, in fact, a folk festival. Do we know what folk festival is? Folk 
festivals are festivals celebrated with the participation of the people from all walks of 
the rural life in different seasons. 
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In autumn, a fantastic aroma of the new Amon paddy is smelt.  Reaping and threshing 
go on in full swing. The songs in the voice of the farmers remind us of the Nabanna 
(harvest) festival. Nabanna means new rice. After the new Amon paddy is harvested, 
new rice is produced from them. On the occasion of cooking the rice of the newly 
reaped paddies for the first time, the Nabanna festival is arranged.  At this festival, 
new rice is powdered, and pitha-puli and payes are made from this powder. Everyone 
becomes busy in taking them together with their neighbors in elation.  Moreover, puffed 
rice, flattened rice, and Naru (sweet) are also made.    
 In many villages, fairs are arranged on the occasion of the Nabanna festival.  Pitha-
puli, Monda-mithai (sweets), toys, dolls, and articles made of clay, bamboo, and cane 
are also found in the fair. In addition, the congregations of kirtans, palagaans, and 
Jarigaan are also arranged in many localities and houses.
Now, in our class, we will arrange a festival named ‘In the aroma of my country’s soil’. 

‘In the aroma of my country’s soil’‘In the aroma of my country’s soil’
We will this festival on a specific day in our classroom.  For arranging the program, we 
will form some groups. Next, all members of the group will collect information from 
the farmers of their own areas and put them together. We will also make a list of songs, 
poems and paintings about the farmers. 

মশল্পাচাে ্ম �য়নুল আতবমিতনর মশল্পকি ্ম,‘িসল িাড়াই’, ১৯৬৩
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Now, we will find ourselves how Nabanna Festival is arranged in our areas and what 
happens there. How it was observed in the past and how it is observed now? After 
knowing about them we note them down in our Bondhukhata. If we find any poem, 
song, story, and anything else that goes with this festival, we will collect them as well.

Now each of the groups will take preparations for demonstrating paintings, songs, 
gestures etc. related to farmers’ lives and harvest fetvial. If any group wants, they can 
take the help of other groups and arrange for muri, chira, naru, pithapuli etc. according 
to their own choice on the day of the festival. By arranging this festival , we will pay 
respect to our farmers and nurture our own agro-based culture. 

We, in groups, can organize the ‘In the aroma of my country’s soil’ festival and practice 
the swars given below. We learnt about the Bol (rhythm) of Kaharba taal in the previous 
lesson. In this lesson, we will practice the following sargam with Kaharba taal.

The Smile of Golden Sun

                           
১     ২    ৩    ৪  ।   ৫    ৬     ৭    ৮১     ২    ৩    ৪  ।   ৫    ৬     ৭    ৮
সা   রর   �া   রর   ।।  সা   রর    �া    �া
রর    �া   িা   �া  ।।   রর   �া    িা   িা
�া   িা   পা   িা  ।।   �া   িা    পা   পা
িা   পা   িা    পা ।।   িা   পা    িা    িা
পা   িা   মন    িা  ।।  পা   িা     মন    মন 
িা   মন   স ্মা  মন   ।।    িা    মন   স ্মা    স ্মা 

What we will do --- What we will do --- 

□ We need to plan together for celebrating the Nabanna festival. We will write 
about the plan in Bondhukhata. 

□ We can decorate the festival by experiencing how the Nabanna festival is 
celebrated in our locality or friends’ locality. 

□ We have to keep the arrangement of pitha-puli of Nabanna. 
□ Through songs, dances, poems and drama of Nabanna we have to arrange a 

cultural program.
□ We will practice Sargam 

+ 0
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In this lesson, we are going to learn about a cultural personality named Momtazuddin 
Ahmed.  He competently portrayed the plights of the subaltern, human relationships, 
and other factors in his creative works.  His plays created a huge impact. He started his 
teaching career in 1964 by joining Chittagong College as a faculty in the department of 
Bangla.  He also taught as a professor in the department of Bangla, Jagannath University, 
and an adjunct Professor in the Department of Music and Dramatics, University of 
Dhaka. He taught dramatics and researched.  After the War of Independence, he started 
practicing modern theatre and enriched our theatre with his timeless works. 

While studying at Rajshahi Government College, he took part in the Language 
Movement.  Due to his involvement in political activities, he had to go behind bars 
several times.  He was actively engaged in liberation movement as well.  

He is mostly known for his satirical plays that aim at depicting the socio-political 
incongruities of his time.  Momtazuddin Ahmed wrote around 40 plays for radio, stage, 
and television; directed some of them, and acted in some popular television dramas. 

His popular plays include Ki Chaho Shankhochill, Rajar Onushorer Pala, Hridoyghotito 
Bepar Separ, Saat Ghater Kanakori, and Bokulpurer Swadhinata etc.

What we will do --- What we will do --- 

□ We will try to know more about artist Momtazuddin Ahmed. 

Momtazuddin Ahmed
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We will write our feelings about Nabanna
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The month of our Victory comes at the end of every year.  After a long bloody war of 
nine months, we attained our victory.  It is not that the people of Bangladesh snatched 
their victory away from the Pakistani only with arms, there were some personalities 
who used their art as weapons of war. They fought with arts, not weapons.  A group of 
cultural activists formed a wing named Bangladesh Mukti Sangram Shilpi Sangstha.  
Upon getting the chance, this group used to sing in open fields, training camps, and 
refugee centers near the frontiers to energize and motivate the fighters. Later, based on 
these songs, a documentary named Muktir Gaan (The Songs of Liberation) was made.                          

Another such weapon of struggle was Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra, (The Independent 
Bangla Radio Station).  At midnight on 25 March, 1971, all radio stations went under 
the control of the Pakistani soldiers. Some leaders from Chattogram transformed 
the dispatch center of Kalurghat into Swadhin Bangla Bipolbi Betar Kendra, (The 
Independent Bangla Revolutionary Radio Station). 

My Country My Country 
My VictoryMy Victory
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On 28 March, it was named Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra by leaving the word 
Biplobi. The Pakistani Army demolished this station by throwing bomb on 30 March, 
1971.  Later, on 25 May, it was re-established in Baligonj, Kolkata, and initiated its 
broadcasting in the second step. The Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra used to broadcast 
patriotic songs and another program named Chorompatra (The Ultimatum).

The artistes at that time supported the War of Independence not only through Swadhin 
Bangla Betar Kendra but through different other activities as well. We will also 
remember their contributions. 

We need to remember that different media of art are the means of expressing our minds, 
feelings, and emotions, and they preserve our tradition and culture too. 

What we will doWhat we will do--  

□ After reading books, magazines, stories, seeing pictures, reading and listening 
about the War of Independence we will write our feelings and concept in 
Bondhukhata. 

□ We will learn about the contributions of the artists through different media.
□ We will try to learn about the history of Swadhin Bangla Betar Kendra.
□ After reading books, magazines, stories, seeing pictures, reading and listening 

about the War of Independence and based on them we will try to paint, make and 
write for expressing our feelings. 

□ We will listen to songs written on the War of Independence, and try to express 
our feelings independently through body movements with those songs.

□ After finishing this lesson, we will try to organize an annual demonstration. 

All through the year, we have done a lot of activities through which we found many 
topics/ rites and rituals/ artwork/ cultures and traditions of our own locality. Upon 
discussion with our friends, we need to choose on which topics/ rites and rituals/ 
artworks/ cultures and traditions, we will arrange an annual exhibition
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While selecting painting, making, song, dance, and drama, we need to keep the 
following things into consideration:

□ Things that contain our natural diversity.
□ Things that represent our folk- culture, and tradition.
□ So that they include creativity and uphold aesthetics.
□ Works/ presentations that express nationalism

Zahir Raihan is a film producer and writer. He was born in 1935 in Feni.
He actively took part in the Language Movement of 1952. Though such activities were 
forbidden, he was one of the ten students who joined the procession on 21 February, 
1952. Among others, he was arrested and sent to jail. 
In his student life Zahir Raihan devoted himself to literature. His maiden work is 
Surjagrahan (The Solar Eclipse). His notable works include Hazar Bachar Dhore (For 
One Hundred Years), Arek Falgun (Another Falgun), Borof Gola Nadi (The Ice Melting 
River), and Ar Kota Din (Another few days). Zahir won Adamzi Sahitya Puroskar for 
his novel Hajar Bochor Dore, (For One Hundred Years) in 1952 and Bangla Academy 
prize in 1972 respectively.
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The first film he directed titled ‘Kokhno Aseni’ (Never Came) was released in 1961. 
He produced ‘Sangam’ (The Union) and it was the first color film in the then Pakistan. 
Later, he produced many more one after another: Sonar Kajol (The Golden Collyrium), 
Kancher Deoal (The Wall of Glass), Behula,  Jibon Theke Neoa’ (Taken from Life) 
Anowara, and Bahana (The Excuse). He portrayed the picture of the Pakistani autocrat 
in Jibon Theke Neoa (Taken from Life) and it inspired the mass people to protest against 
the then Pakistani rulers.  He produced ‘Stop Genocide’, depicting the massacre done 
by the Pakistani Army. This particular work created an impact across the world. ‘A 
State is Born’ is another documentary by him. 
 While Zahir went out in search of his elder brother Shahidullah Kaiser, an eminent 
intellectual, he went missing on 30 December, 1971.  This day is observed as the 
disappearance day of Zahir Raihan. 
What we will doWhat we will do--  

□ We will try to know more about the artistic work of the Martyred Writer Zahir 
Raihan

Zahir Raihan 
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We will write about the most favorite topic from what we have been learning in 
this subject for the last one year. 
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Assessment
School Worldwide

Assessment at the end of a Chapter

After reading the feelings of the learner at the end of a chapter and observing the 
task
≥  Could observe 
the arrangement and 
differences of flow of 
events.

≥ Was able to reflect by 
observing the arrangement 
and differences of flow of 
events.

≥ Was able to analyze by 
observing the arrangement 
and differences of flow of 
events.

Let us look for and understand designs
Assessment at the end of a Chapter

After reading the feelings of the learner at the end of a chapter and observing the 
task
≥  Could observe 
the arrangement and 
differences of flow of 
events.

≥ Was able to reflect by 
observing the arrangement 
and differences of flow of 
events.

≥ Was able to analyze by 
observing the arrangement 
and differences of flow of 
events.

Name of the student:
Roll Number:                                                   Date:
Teacher will fill up: After completing the work instructed in TG, put a tick mark on the 
statement which is applicable 

Teacher’s signature:                                                   Date:

Teacher’s signature:                                                   Date:

Name of the student:
Roll Number:                                                   Date:
Teacher will fill up: After completing the work instructed in TG, put a tick mark on the 
statement which is applicable 
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Interest of Expression
≥ Expressed the ideas 
received by replicating 
it

≥ Expressed the idea in 
different form of arts. 

 ≥ Expressed ideas and 
feeling blending with 
imagination in one form of art 
consistently.

Baishakh- Full of Diversity
Assessment at the end of a Chapter

My Independence
Assessment at the end of a Chapter

After reading the feelings of the learner at the end of a chapter and observing the 
completed task
≥  Could observe 
the distribution and 
differences of flow of 
events.

≥ Was able to reflect by 
observing the arrangement 
and differences of flow of 
events.

≥ Was able to analyze by 
observing the arrangement 
and differences of flow of 
events.

Interest of Expression
≥ Expressed the ideas by 
replicating it 

≥ Expressed the ideas by 
replicating it 

≥ Expressed ideas 
and feelings blending 
imagination in one form of 
art consistantly

Peer Assessment
≥ The student has taken 
part  in  peer assessment 
using rubrics

≥ The student has not 
taken part  in  peer 
assessment using rubrics

Teacher’s signature:                                                   Date:

Teacher’s signature:                                                   Date:

Name of the student:
Roll Number:                                                   Date:
Teacher will fill up: After completing the work instructed in TG, put a tick mark on the 
statement which is applicable 

Name of the student:
Roll Number:                                                   Date:
Teacher will fill up: After completing the work instructed in TG, put a tick mark on the 
statement which is applicable 
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Let Us Look for Art in Work
Assessment at the end of a Chapter

Autumn Festival
Assessment at the end of a Chapter

Ability to Express
≥ Expressed in any one 
form of art following the 
instruction

≥ Expressed the 
understanding of rules-
regulations and elements 
in any one form of arts.

≥ Expressed the 
understanding of rules-
regulations and elements 
blending imagination.

Application of Ideas
≥ Followed the primary 
guidelines of  expressing 
through any form of arts.

≥ Prepared presentation/
arteffects by following 
the rules-regulations and 
elements conciously .

≥ Prepared presentation/
arteffects by following 
the rules-regulations 
and elements blending 
imaginations consistantly.

Peer Assessment 
≥ The student has taken 
part in peer assessment 
using rubrics.

≥ The student has 
not taken part in peer 
assessment using rubrics.

Interest of Expression

≥  Expressed the 
received ideas by 
replicating it

≥ Expressed the ideas in 
different forms of art. 

≥ Expressed ideas and 
feeling blending with 
imagination in one form of art 
consistently.

Teacher’s signature:                                                   Date:

Name of the student:
Roll Number:                                                   Date:
Teacher will fill up: After completing the work instructed in TG, put a tick mark on the 
statement which is applicable 

Name of the student:
Roll Number:                                                   Date:
Teacher will fill up: After completing the work instructed in TG, put a tick mark on the 
statement which is applicable 
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Ability to Express
≥ Expressed in 
any one form of 
art  following the 
instructions.

≥ Expressed the 
understanding of rules-
regulations and elements 
in any one form of arts.

≥ Expressed the 
understanding of rules-
regulations and elements 
blending imagination.

Application of Ideas
≥ Followed the 
primary guidelines of 
expressing through any 
forms of art.

≥ Prepared presentation/
arteffects by following 
the rules-regulations and 
elements conciously

≥ Prepared presentation/
arteffects by following the 
rules-regulations and elements 
blending imagination. 
consistantly.

Peer Assessment 
≥The student has 
taken part in peer 
assestment using 
rubrics.

≥ The student has 
not taken part in peer 
assestment using rubrics.

Teacher’s signature:                                                   Date:
Assessment by Guardian

Put a tick beside the box in the light of your experience with the student-
 □ The learner has done the work as per teacher’s instructions.

 □ The learner has tried to learn about this lesson by talking with the family members.

 □ The learner has done everything spontaneously.

 □ The learner has done work at home in an organized way.

 □ The learner has practised………………………….in this lesson.

 □ The topic the learner has prepared to present/demonstrate before the class after 
having mastery----

Comments and signature of the guardian:                 Date:
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